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Dual-functionalised silica particles treatment for improved fire performance and 

hydrophobicity of insulating bio-materials 

Marion Bourebrab1,2, Rory M. Hadden1, Luke Bisby1, Nadia Sid3, Alan Taylor3, Géraldine Durand3

1 BRE Centre for Fire Safety Engineering, Institute for Infrastructure and the Environment, School of Engineering, the 

University of Edinburgh (UK) 
2 National Structure Integrity Research Centre (NSIRC), Cambridge (UK) 

3 TWI Ltd, Cambridge (UK) 

Reducing energy consumption has become a significant driver in the construction industry over the last decade. 

The primary focus has been to develop environmental friendly materials and solutions with lower embodied 

energy by employing ideas of the cyclical economy. In particular, recent research has shown that agricultura l 

crop by-products can be used to produce efficient insulation materials for buildings. In addition to thermal 

insulation properties, wheat straw and hemp shivs, amongst other bio-materials, have been shown to have 

attractive hygrothermal properties [1], which is key for their use as moisture buffers within building envelopes. 

To realise the benefits of these cellulosic-based materials, two main issues must be addressed: 1) they absorb 

liquid water, and 2) they are combustible. 

Silica has been reported to act as a thermal shield for polymers at high temperatures [2, 3]. The research 

presented in this poster adapts this approach for cellulosic materials. A novel treatment, using functionalised 

silica particles (ca. 110 nm) has been developed, characterised, and applied onto hemp shivs. Functionalising 

silica particles with a suitable hydrophobic silane enables the coated bio-aggregates to repel liquid water. 

Composite structures were subsequently fabricated from these treated hemp shivs using conventional binders, 

such as lime for hempcrete, or a polysaccharide binder for a greener approach. The reaction to fire performance 

of such bio-based composites was evaluated using the cone calorimeter (BS EN 476-11/ISO 5660-1). Comparing 

samples treated with and without silica particles showed an improvement, with the time to ignition that was 

delayed up to 33% and the residual mass doubled. The silica particles treatment resulted in a 30% reduction of 

the mass loss rate during smouldering combustion of hempcrete, and demonstrated similar performance as 

commercially available flame retardants (monopotassium phosphate and boric acid). The research indicates the 

strong potential of these treatments to significantly enhance both the water repellence and the reaction to fire 

properties of a range of bio-based building materials manufactured from bio-aggregates such as hemp shivs. 

This work was orizon 2020 research 

and innovation programme under grant agreement N°636835. NSIRC is supported by the University of 

Edinburgh. 

[1] Tran Le, A. D., Maalouf, C., Mai, T. H., Wurtz, E., & Collet, F. (2010). Transient hygrothermal behaviour

of a hemp concrete building envelope. Energy and Buildings, 42(10), 1797 1806.

[2] Kashiwagi, T., Gilman, J. W., Butler, K. M., Harris, R. H., Shields, J. R., & Asano, A. (2000). Flame retardant

mechanism of silica gel/silica. Fire and Materials, 24(6), 277 289.

[3] Hshieh, F.-Y. (1998). Shielding effects of silica-ash layer on the combustion of silicones and their possible

applications on the fire retardancy of organic polymers. Fire and Materials, 22(2), 69 76.
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Development of Low Weight Flame Retarded Unsaturated 
Polyester Laminates 
MAUDE JIMENEZ1, ROLAND ADANMENOU1, FABIENNE SAMYN1, SOPHIE DUQUESNE1, 
SERGE BOURBIGOT1, MARIEKE VAN MARLE2 and SEBASTIAAN WEIJ2  

1. Univ. Lille, CNRS, ENSCL, UMR 8207, UMET, Unité Matériaux et Transformations, F-59 000
Lille, France

2. Lantor, P.O. Box 45 - 3900 AA Verlaat 22 - 3901 RG Veenendaal, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT  

Driven by the need to decrease the environmental impacts of the transportation, fiber reinforced plastics 
(FRP) are progressively replacing conventional materials like aluminum or steel in this sector of 
applications, enabling significant weight-saving and thus reducing energy consumption. As an example, for 
high-speed passenger train, the energy saving is estimated at 3.2% per 10 % weight reduction. Among the 
various FRP formulations available on the market, unsaturated polyester (UP)  glass fiber (GF) are widely 
used due to their heigh strength to weight ratio but also to their high quality surface finishes, dimensional 

laminate build-up. A number of different core materials with various properties and costs is available on the 
market, such as thermoplastic foams, polyurethane foams or honeycomb core material. Those latters are 
very efficient in weight reduction while maintining the stiffness of the laminate. However, the obtained 
sandwich materials do not only have to present high mechanical properties but they also have to comply 
with regulations including fire safety standards. In order to be used in the railway applications, the 
laminates previously described and designed for an optimized strength-to-weight ratio have to comply with 
the newly enforced standard EN45545. The challenge is even more important for laminates including core 
materials than for the GF-UP composites since the core materials are generally organic-based.  
In this study, an innovative approach is proposed to develop low weight flame retarded UP laminates 
including a core material.  
The UP laminates were prepared by vaccum bagging using the following build up : glass mat / core 
material / glass mat (GCG). Full-Glass (FG) laminates, used as a reference, include glass mat. Aluminum 
Trihydroxide (ATH) was mixed inside the UP resin. The approach developed (i.e., FR-GCG) combines the 
use of a core material (SORIC TF2®, Lantor, The Netherlands) provided with ammonium polyphosphate 
and of the unsaturated polyester resin mixed with ATH (same ratio as in FG and GCG). The fire 
performance of the three materials (FG, GCG and FR-GCG) were evaluated according to the Mass Loss 
Calorimeter following the ISO13927, under a heat flux of 50kW/m². 
GCG laminates exhibit lower fire performance than FG ones: the maximum average of heat emission 
(MARHE) increases in presence of the core material. This latter parameter is among other of prime interest 
since it is considered in particular for interior ligning (requirement R1) in the railway regulation. Those 
results can be reasonably explained by the fact that the core material is organic based and could thus 
contribute to the flammability of the whole laminate whereas it is not the case for FG laminates.  
On the opposite, when a flame retardant additive is deposited prior lamination on the core material (FR-
GCG), it can be observed that its fire performance are similar to that obtained for the reference (FG) 
whereas the area density of the laminate is lower. This result is very interesting since weight saving can be 
achieved without affecting the other properties of the material. The quantity and toxicity of the smoke 
evolved when the laminates degrade (results are not presented in the abstract but will be in poster 
presentation) were also evaluated and the best performance were achieved for the FR-GCG laminate. 
The approach proposed in this study combines the use of a core material and a specific combinaison 
of flame retardant additives either deposited on the core material or mixed with the unsaturated 
polyester resin. The appropriate selection of FR additives and of their quantity allows to successfully 
design innovative laminates with improved performance. 
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Modelling of Heat Transfer in Intumescent Fire-Retardant 
Coating under High External Heat Fluxes 
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ABSTRACT 

 Intumescent coating has been widely used as an effective method for passive fire protection. To evaluate 
the heat-blocking performance, the “apparent” or “equivalent” thermal conductivity of the expanded 
coating layer is considered as an important knowledge. In addition, the model of radiation thermal 
conductivity, which is valid only for the optically thick region, is usually applied in the numerical studies 
on the performance of intumescent coatings. However, as the intumescent coating is exposed to a high heat 
flux, it undergoes chemical reactions to form an expanded char region of high porosity. The radiative heat 
transfer in the high-porosity char region is more important than conduction especially at high temperatures 
with great temperature gradient. Using the radiation thermal conductivity may not well estimate the 
radiative heat fluxes in the coating and consequently mislead the fire safety engineers. 

In this study, the one-dimensional model, as 
shown in Fig. 1, including the equation of 
radiative heat transfer is used to investigate the 
heat transfer mechanism in the intumescent 
coating during expansion. The important feature 
of this model is that the conduction and radiation 
modes of heat transfer in the coating are both 
considered, which is based on Hsu et al.’s fire 
blanket model[1]. A set of coating properties was 
chosen according to the comparison with the 
experimental data[2]. Several combinations of 
radiative and convective heat sources were 
applied to test the coating performance 
numerically. 

It was found that the thermal properties in the 
expanded char region significantly affect the 
performance of intumescent coating, where the 
conductive heat transfer decreases while the radiative heat transfer increases during the intumescence 
process. It was also found that the temperatures close to the exposed coating surface should be well 
simulated by using a considerate radiation model to obtain the correct amount of heat receiving from the 
different types of external sources. The thermal conductivity and the extinction coefficient in the fully-
expanded char region, which depend on the void fraction and porous char structure, are suggested to be the 
proper properties to evaluate the heat-blocking performance. 
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ABSTRACT 

Continuous development of new, more effective and environmentally benign flame retardant additives to engineered 
plastics is essential for ensuring fire safety of built environment. A quantitative understanding of the relation between 
thermal decomposition behavior and composition is critical for design of flame retardant containing materials targeting 
specific fire resistance requirements. Our group have been developing a methodology for parameterization of the 
kinetics and thermodynamics of condensed-phase decomposition process of polymers. This methodology employs 
Thermogravimetric Analysis, Differential Scanning Calorimetry, Microscale Combustion Calorimetry and inverse 
numerical modeling of these experiments. In a recent study, this methodology has been applied to blends of poly(lactic 
acid), melamine and ammonium polyphosphate and the feasibility of quantitatively relating the thermal decomposition 
behavior to the blend composition has been demonstrated [1]. In this study, we further generalize this methodology 
by applying it to a range of polymeric materials containing phosphorus- and nitrogen-based flame retardant additives. 
The resulting models consist of a set of first- and second-order (two component) reactions that define the rate of 
gaseous pyrolyzate production. The heats absorbed by these reactions are also defined together with the heat capacities 
of the condensed-phase reactants and products and heats of combustion of the gaseous products. Each model is shown 
to reproduce all aforementioned test data with a high degree of detail for blends containing variable amounts of 
polymer matrix and additives. 
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Dripping Behaviors of Melted Insulation in Wire Fire under 
Opposed Flow 
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ABSTRACT 

Dripping of melted insulation in wire fire 
has a potential to be a fire source in 
residential buildings, aircraft, and 
spacecraft because it can ignite nearby 
objects, expand the fire, or change the fire 
behavior. This study investigated the 
opposed flame spread over horizontal and 
vertical wires with focusing on the 
interaction among dripping of melted 
insulation, metal core, and external flow. 
Wires of 8- and 9-mm diameter insulated 
by low-density polyethylene (LDPE) or 
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) were 
tested inside a wind tunnel capable of 
varying flow velocity and oxygen 
concentration by controlling flow rates of 
both air and nitrogen. In addition, two 
different core materials  copper (Cu) and 
hollow stainless steel (SS)  were prepared 
to examine how the thermal conductivity 
of core affected the flame spread as well as the dripping behaviors. Core and insulation were the same as 
used in Ref. [1]. Experimental results shows that for horizontal wires, dripping fraction was not sensitive to 
the flow, so that those for Cu and SS core were about 50% and 70% each. Flame spread rate for Cu core 
was higher than that for SS core because the heating from core was comparable to that from flame. As flow 
velocity increased, flame spread rate for Cu core temporarily remained constant and subsequently increased 
a little because of the enhanced core heating, while that with SS core kept decreasing. For vertical wires, 
flame spread rate was larger for wires with a thicker insulation in both material cores because dripping 
occurred frequently, which indicated that the flow of dripping and the heating from it should control the 
flame spread. When increasing flow velocity, flame spread rat for Cu core first increased because the core 
temperature increased in the burning region facilitated the dripping flow. Effects of oxygen concentration, 
wire specifications, insulation materials, and ignition-to-spread transition are also discussed. The 
knowledge acquired from this study can contribute to understand the risk of dripping of melted insulation 
in wire fire, which finally leads to improvement of the design and standards of fire-safe wires. 
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Fig. 1. Flame shape of 8-mm LDPE wire with Cu and SS core 
as a function of external flow velocity: (a) horizontal opposed 
flame spread and (b) vertical downward flame spread. 
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Coupled analytical approach to and numerical study of flaming 
ignition and self-sustained burning of thermoplastics 
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ABSTRACT 

Classical thermal theory, for example see Ref. [1], relies on the assumption that flaming ignition occurs as 
soon as the sample surface attains the specified ignition temperature. The surface temperature is obtained 
by solving thermal conductivity equation in the material layer, which is exposed to the external heat flux. 
With the additional assumptions of constant material properties, infinitely thick material layer, negligible 
heat consumption in pyrolysis, no surface heat losses prior to ignition, no penetration of the incident heat 
flux into the layer, the thermal conductivity equation leads to the analytical solution, enabling evaluation of 
the time to ignition as a function of the net heat flux. Numerical value of the ignition temperature is usually 
calibrated to fit the experimental data for the time to ignition. Thus calibrated ignition temperature deviates 
considerably from the actual measured values of the sample surface at ignition. 

In this work we aim at developing an analytical approach extending the classical thermal theory by 
coupling the heat transfer at the sample surface with the finite pyrolysis rate in the material volume. The 
volatile muss flux is evaluated by integrating the pyrolysis rate throughout the layer, and the approximate 
analytical solution is obtained in the high activation energy limit. Incorporating this solution in the surface 
energy balance including external radiative heating, surface re-radiation, heat of gasification, and the 
convective heat flux corrected for blowing yields the sample surface temperature at ignition. The critical 
mass flux of combustible volatiles is used as the criterion of ignition. Thus, dissimilar to the thermal theory, 
we do not pre-assume a constant value of the ignition temperature. Advancing the previous attempt to 
evaluate the non-constant ignition temperature in Ref. [2], current approach allows for the complete heat 
balance in both thermally thick and thin limits. Good agreement is obtained for the times to ignition in the 
range of external heat fluxes where the in-depth radiation penetration and absorption is negligible. This is 
demonstrated in Fig. 1, where the agreement for the non-constant surface temperature at ignition is also 
shown for PMMA. This approach is then favorably applied to ignition of HIPS and PE slabs. 

Fig. 1. The dependence of the time to piloted ignition of soot-coated PMMA (left) and of the surface 
temperature at ignition (right) on the external heat flux 

Coupled LES of flaming ignition and self-sustained burning of PMMA samples in the cone calorimeter is 
also undertaken using the Pyropolis pyrolysis model and ANSYS FLUENT software. 
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Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) is the construction material of the future. It is sustainable, cheap, and strong. 
Regulators fear CLT for its perceived low fire resistance, which stems from light timber frames. Cross 
Laminated Timber beams belong to heavy timber frames with better fire resistance. Traditionally, the fire 
resistance of timber has been measured by the amount of time it remains loadbearing under the standard fire 
in a furnace. Char is assumed to have no structural strength such that the rate of charring controls the fire 
resistance [1]. Heat transfer and chemistry both control charring [2]. An accurate model of charring needs to 
incorporate both at comparable complexities. Increasing the complexity of the chemistry reveals the problem 
of defining a chemical composition, whose uncertainty and effect on the modelling is unknown. Here, we 
test our hypothesis that the pyrolysis (charring) of timber can be modelled by one simple reaction scheme 
with two sets of kinetic parameters: one for softwood and one for hardwood. We first collected a database of 
composition data of timber with over 600 samples from the literature and inferred a multivariate distribution 
for the chemical components cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin of timber. Then, we propagated this 
distribution through the Ranzi scheme to predict the mass loss rate of both softwood and hardwood, which 
showed that the uncertainty due to chemical composition is the same as the experimental error. Hence, we 
propose one reaction scheme (8 parameters) with two sets of kinetic parameters which can predict both 
isothermal and non-isothermal experiments, as well as blind predict non-isothermal experiments. Our results 
show that the effect of composition on the mass loss rate of timber is minor, and that simple reaction schemes 
are appropriated for macroscale fire models in most cases.   
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Fig 1 Comparison between predictions and experiments by Gronli [3]. The grey area indicates the 
probability density as a log scale. 
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Revisiting ignition criteria: analysing the energy balance in 
solids before ignition 
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ABSTRACT 

Understanding ignition under real conditions remains a challenge in fire safety science.  To date, the 
complex interactions between the solid and gas phase have been simplified by the development of c lassical 
ignition theory [1]. However, this method cannot provide accurate results when incorporating a time-
varying heat flux, as experienced in almost all real scenarios such as flame spread or fire growth. 

In the context of this problem, several different ignition criteria have been defined: surface temperature, 
critical incident heat flux, incident (total) energy and mass loss rate. These are not fundamental material 
properties and are scenario and situation dependent. The most fundamental parameter is the mass loss rate 
(MLR), as it determines when a flammable mixtu re can be formed by the pyrolysis gases and surrounding 
air. Th is has not been commonly used due to the practical difficult ies in measuring MLR before  ign ition 
and subsequent prediction in  modelling. This work presents an experimental approach to understanding the 
ignition of solid fuels when exposed to transient incident heat fluxes by analysing the energy balance in the 
solid up to ignition.  

Sample of PA6 (nylon polymer)  were exposed to transient incident heat fluxes using the Fire Propagation 
Apparatus (FPA). The transient heat fluxes were defined by heating rates of 56, 67, 83 and 100 W/m2s. 
Square samples of side 85 mm were used. To investigate the effect of samp le thickness, two thicknesses 
were studied, 20 mm and 50 mm. In a ll cases, the sample was mounted on an aluminium b lock to allow 
quantification of the boundary condition at the back surface. The mass loss until ignition was recorded. In-
depth temperature measurements  were taken and a quadratic regression was used to estimate surface 
temperatures.  

Initial results  [2] show a constant MLR at ignition of 5.12 ± 0.58 kg/m2s is obtained for the heating rates 
studied. No strong correlation between incident energy and ignit ion has been fou nd. Surface temperature 
was found to vary up to 23% at ignit ion and it was also shown that ignition can occur at different incident 
heat fluxes and temperature gradients inside of the sample. It was found that the total incident energy at 
ignition decreases as the heating rate increases, which can be explained by a higher thermal  penetration for 
lower heating rates. The total absorbed energy remains approximately constant at 4 MJ/m2 for the heating 
rates studied which suggests that ignition is strongly influenced by the heat losses from the surface. This 
approach showed that the total energy lost through the back surface is slightly h igher for the lower heating 
rates, but surface heat losses account for more than 50% of the energy in all cases.  

This suggests that a new approach is required to understand the role of energy losses in the ignition of solid 
fuels. This will allow fu ller description of the energy balance under different ignition scenarios and permit 
a more comprehensive understanding of the controlling phenomena. 
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Efficiency of sol-gel treatments of fibres to flame retard 
composites? 
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ABSTRACT 

Flame retardancy of natural fibres/thermoplastic (NF/TP) composites is gaining interest since the end of 
Life of materials is raising growing concerns. The reversibility of the processing obtained with the 
thermoplastics compared to thermosets is a clear asset that offers recyclability opportunities for the used 
materials. Different approaches have already been evaluated to flame retard NF/TP composites such as 
treating the matrix, coating the surface of the composites or modifying the fibres. In the latter case, the 
numerous approaches developed for textiles applications could, in theory, be used to produce FR 
composites. However, the actual use of these solutions in composites is not very well documented. A few 
examples have demonstrated the conception of FR composites thanks to fibres treated with aqueous 
solutions of soluble FRs [1], to the grafting of FR on the surface of the fibres [2] and to the use of sol-gel to 
impart flame retardant properties to PP or PLA/flax composite [3].  

In the present work, the efficiency of sol-gel treatment to flame retard PA11/flax fabric composites is 
investigated. Different sol-gels have been prepared and used to treat the fabrics. A reference material 
including sol-gel based on tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) was prepared. Then, sol-gel containing 
phosphorous and/or nitrogen was considered combining TEOS and co-precursors (DEPTES: 
diethylphosphatoethyltriethoxysilane, APTES: (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane) or additives (OP1230: 
AlPi or OP1311: AlPi-MPP). For the fibres treated using three precursors at the same time, two approaches 
were followed: TEOS/DEPTES/APTES added all approach 
(three successive layers: TEOS, TEOS/DEPTES, TEOS/APTES). The impact of the concentrations of 
precursor(s) was also considered.  

The quality of the deposit of the sol-gel treatments has been characterized using SEM, EPMA and 29Si and 
31P solid state NMR. With TEOS alone or when combined with DEPTES, quite homogeneous deposits 
presenting well condensed Si units (meanly Q units) are obtained whereas when combined with APTES, 
the deposit presents agglomerates and poor condensation of the Si network. For the sol-gel including 
additives, the silicon is evenly dispersed on the fibers but the FR additives aggregate on the fibers. The 
efficiency in terms of fire performances has been evaluated using horizontal flame spread measurements. 
The following ranking can be done with the different systems: TEOS + Additives > TEOS > TEOS + 
DEPTES ~ TEOS + DEPTES + APTES > Layer-by-layer. On the basis of these results, the better solutions 
have been selected and 4plies flax/PA11 composites have been prepared by film stacking. The use of sol-
gel containing TEOS leads to a reduced time to ignition. The addition of phosphorous partially prevents 
this phenomena however no additional beneficial effect was observed. 
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ABSTRACT  

In this work, vertical burning of 5 cm tall poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) slabs is simulated in a series 
of Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) conducted in the NIST Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) and in the 
numerical pyrolysis solver ThermaKin2D, which has been coupled with a generalized wall flame model to 
produce a unified model of the processes controlling material burning behavior [1]. The generalized flame 
model used in ThermaKin2D has been shown to accurately predict experimentally measured heat feedback 
across the length of 5 to 20 cm tall upward spreading wall flames supported by a wide range of commonly 
used polymeric materials [2]. Here, sample mass loss rate, flame structure, and flame to surface heat 
feedback calculated by each simulation tool are compared to experimental measurements. DNS results 
provide an independent reference to which ThermaKin2D model predictions can be compared as DNS does 
not rely upon empirical correlations for heat and mass transfer at the wall boundary.  

ThermaKin2D calculations of time to sample ignition, initial and rate of rise of sample mass loss rate, and 
flame heat flux demonstrate high accuracy with respect to experimental measurements. Flame structure and 
heat feedback are consistent across the length of the flame in FDS and ThermaKin2D; however, within 0.5 

in FDS. This 
 a physical behavior that 

is simulated in FDS but not captured in ThermaKin2D simulations. For both models, predicted sample 
mass loss rate is highly sensitive to incident heat flux  a 10% reduction in convection heat transfer 
coefficient across the length of the flame produces a 20% reduction in total sample mass loss rate. As 
compared to FDS simulations, ThermaKin2D offers a reduction in required computational costs by two 
orders of magnitude; however, ThermaKin2D is only validated to predict bench scale material burning 
behavior in select configurations (e.g. cone calorimeter or upward laminar flame spread, as presented here). 
This work provides the foundation to better understand the sensitivity of simulation results to user inputs 
(e.g. thermophysical properties of condensed and gas phase species) and to determine the level of detail and 
accuracy needed in experiments and model parameterization to obtain accurate predictions of flame spread 
in this configuration. 
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ABSTRACT 

Building insulation products produced from renewable biomass is becoming increasingly common in 
buildings due to environmental lifecycle requirements. Biomass insulation products are combustible and 
can contribute to fires through flaming and smouldering combustion. Incidents have been reported where 
insufficient spacing between combustible insulation and heat-producing electrical appliances has led to 
smouldering and subsequent development of flaming fires. Insulation materials often contain fire 
retardants, though their performance with regard to smouldering fire is not well understood. [1, 2] 

This study investigates the temperature exposure needed to initiate self-sustaining smouldering fires in 
loose fill wood fibre building insulation, focusing on the effect of fire retardant content and fibre size. The 
study is a part of the EMRIS (Emerging Risks from Smoldering Fires) project.  

The test set-up is shown in Fig 1a [3]. The tested 
material was 100 grams, 34 kg/m3 spruce wood 
fibre loose-fill insulation with 4 and 9 % added 
ammonium polyphosphate fire retardant. Tests with 
short, fine fibres (Fig 1b) were compared to testst 
with long, thin fibres. The sample was heated from 
below until a given temperature was obtained 20 
mm above the heater. Temperature and mass loss 
measurements as well as visual observations of the 
residue after test (Fig 1c) were used to characterize 
the onset of self-sustained smouldering. An iterative 
process was used, with 5 to 8 tests per product.  

It was found that a high level (9 %) of fire retardant 
gave an onset of smoldering at lower temperatures 
(225 °C) compared to a low level (4 %) of fire 
retardant (290 °C). The lower onset temperature 
indicates that the insulation with the highest fire 
retardant content is more prone to smouldering, 
which is contradictory to the expected performance of the fire retardant. For the same fire retardant content, 
the onset of self-sustained smouldering combustion was obtained at lower temperatures in insulation 
materials with smaller fiber sizes than in insulation with larger fiber size (225 vs 280 °C).  

This study is indicative, the absolute temperatures relate to the given test set-up. Further studies should 
include a range of fire retardant types and content, to obtain knowledge on their effect on smouldering fires.  
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ABSTRACT 

Commonly, the combustion of materials is an incomplete process. Taking this into account, one have to apply the combustion 
efficiency when calculating the energy which is really set free in case of a fire: By multiplying the lower heating value of a 
material with this factor a more realistic description of the energy set free results.  

Unfortunately, the combustion efficiency is not a material property and therefore varies with the method of its determination. As a 
result, there are many different  how to define the combustion efficiency. With respect to the reference the numerical 
values of the combustion efficiency vary, too [1], [2], [3]. Further on, values are often given without any information about their 
determination.  

This makes clear, that a consistent method for determining combustion efficiencies is required. Therefore a procedure for 
measuring the basic parameters and a compilation of equations for calculating the combustion efficiency have been derived and 
applied [4]. The method is based on the heat release rate as it is the most important parameter characterizing a fire [5]. As 
measuring principle, the currently leading technique for determining heat release rates, the oxygen consumption calorimetry [6], 
was applied. Diverse materials have been tested by varying the test scale using the Cone Calorimeter for small- and a modified 
version of the Single Burning Item Test for mid-scale experiments [4]. In order to calculate the combustion efficiency the 
measured heat release rates have been set in relation to the mass loss rates times the lower heating values with regard to different 
reference times describing characteristic phases of a fire (e.g. ignition, main burning period, flame-out).  

In conclusion, the combustion efficiency referring to the main burning period was most suitable for a future standard. Due to 
cutting off the phases of ignition and extinguishing this combustion efficiency has shown less uncertainties and best results 
regarding the diverse behavior of materials (e.g. melting, glow forming, flame-resistance), the measuring principles and the scale. 
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ABSTRACT

The safety of packages for the transport of spent nuclear fuel or radioactive waste has to be proven by 
consecutive testing and/or numeric analysis.

For damage protection these casks are equipped with impact limiters. German package designs usually include
wood filled impact limiters encapsulated by steel sheets. Because the steel sheets suppress the oxygen supply  
into the wood, the scenario of impact limiter burning as a safety disturbance was not yet considered.

The safety of these packages is proven in compliance with IAEA regulations by accomplished cumulative 
mechanical and fire tests. Mechanical reliability is proven by different drop tests. Drop testing might cause 
significant damage of the impact limiter steel sheets and might enable sufficient oxygen supply to the impact 
limiter during the following fire test. During the fire test the package is exposed to an engulfing 800 °C fire with 
a heat flux of about 75 kWm-2 for 30 minutes.

After these both tests the degradation of the package has to be within defined prescriptive limits. Leak tightness 
of the cask is of particular importance.

The aim of this project is to consider the case of impact limiter burning as a safety disturbance and to investigate 
the behaviour of a real size impact limiter during and after a fire test.

The objective is to find out whether a self-sustaining smouldering fire is initiated. A smouldering fire is expected 
because of previously conducted promising small scale tests at BAM. The amount of energy, transferred from 
the impact limiter into the cask is of importance and will be quantified with a therefore designed test bench. The 
impact limiter specimen has got a volume of about 3 m³ wood. 

The impact limiter is mounted onto a water tank which simulates the cask and its heat generating radioactive 
inventory. The water tank is mounted on a frame. By pipes a closed water circuit through the water tank is 
realized. To answer the question of how much heat is transferred from the smouldering fire into the cask, the 
mass flow and the temperature at the tank inlet and outlet is measured. With that the time dependent heat transfer 
rate can be calculated.

The second objective was to determine the fire spread inside the impact limiter. Therefore, the impact limiter is 
equipped with about 50 thermocouples to determine the global fire spread on the one hand and the local spread 
of particular spots on the other hand.
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ABSTRACT 

Successful ignition and subsequent flame spread is essential for in-situ burning of crude oil on open water
to be an efficient oil spill remediation method. Once the oil is spilled, it undergoes a weathering process 
(evaporation and/or emulsification) that changes the nature of the crude oil. One of the consequences is that
the oil becomes more difficult to ignite. The ignitability of diverse emulsified crude oils was investigated in 
order to quantify the minimum amount of ignition source or gelled igniter promoter (GIP) required for
successful burning (high burning efficiency). Three crude oils (Oseberg, Grane and Siri) with evaporated
rates of 7%, 15%, 25%, 40% and emulsified rates of 0-60% were tested. In-situ burning pool fire tests were 
performed for three small-scale sized set-ups (diameters of 0.16, 0.26 and 0.40 m) in laboratory conditions 
and in a mid-scale size set-up (diameter of 4.8 m) in the outdoors. This allowed to study the scalability of 
the problem. The method was firstly validated against a previous work, as seen in Figure 1, and it was 
found that the experimental data matched reasonably well with data from Fritt-Rasmussen [1]. The results 
show that the weathering can influence greatly the ignitibility of oil slicks. There seems to be a minimum 
required amount of igniter that would successfully ignite any amount of larger oil slicks, see Figure 2. The 
scalability of the required gelled igniter seems to be a function of the oil amount (size), and the weathering 
process to a certain extent.
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Figure 1 – Burning efficiency as a function of water 
content. Experimental data and data from [1].
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Figure 2 – Ignitability map of fresh Grane crude 
oil. 
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ABSTRACT  

Every porous combustible material tends to self-ignition and the subsequent propagation of reaction fronts. 
These phenomena cause a variety of natural and industrial scale fires which are difficult to extinguish. To 
prevent these, the physical processes need to be understood. [1] [2] In this study more than 30 experiments 
in a medium scale oven are carried out. The tubular oven chamber (d = 15cm; h = 160 cm) can be heated 
separately in 8 different zones (zone 1: top; zone 8: bottom). The air required for the combustion enters the 
oven at the top and can be preheated. 23 thermocouples measure the temperature in different heights along 
the radius. The diagrams (Figure 1 and 2) show the temperature evolution over time. The bold lines with 
markers indicate the center temperature of each zone. Dashed lines show the wall temperature. The 
remaining two lines are measured at r/2. 

All experiments are ignited at the top (temperature above self-ignition temperature) and propagate in the 
direction of the airflow (forward smoldering). At high flow rates no significant temperature increase could 
be observed. The heat produced by self-heating was pushed out. At medium flow rates (Figure 1) a reaction 
front propagates from top to bottom. At low flow rates (Figure 2) a quite cold and fast reaction propagates 
from the bottom to the top with a subsequent slow reaction from the top to the bottom at high temperatures. 
Due to the shrinking process of the particles 
missing in Figure 2. 

Fig. 1. 300 l/h airflow Fig. 2. 200 l/h airflow  

The most interesting observation within this work is that two reactions can be separated under certain 
circumstances. The first reaction consumes the volatiles, while the second one burns the char. This effect is 
reproducible and can be observed in all experiments with a flow rate up to 200 l/h. In a further step these 
effects will be investigated with a numerical approach.  
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ABSTRACT 

This work aims at establishment of a heat transfer model to estimate flammability limits of opposed-flow 
flame spread over electric wires under microgravity condition. In the model the heat balance of preheat zone 
was considered to estimate the limiting oxygen concentration (LOC) for sustained flame spreading referring 
to the previous research working on flat sheet flame spreading[1], because heat loss is the main mechanism 
of extinction in quiescent condition such in microgravity. The features of electric wire in comparison with 
flat sheet is presence of heat conduction though the metal core along the wire. To include the effect of heat 
conduction through the wire burning wire is divided into three regions: (1) bare metal core in burned region, 
(2) pyrolysis region and (3) preheat region, and heat transfer models for each region are constructed. Further
characteristic length, i.e. flame length, flame radius, length of pyrolysis region in the spreading flame have
been formulated, which are necessary to build up whole model. The diffusion flame theory[2] is applied for
estimation of flame shape, such as flame length and flame height. In terms of length of pyrolysis region,
balance of supplied heat and necessary heat of gasification of molten insulation. Finally the LOC variation
as a function of external flow velocity was shown by using the developed dimensionless model with the sub-
models.
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Figure 1 Case 4 of heat transfer simulation at mesocale (Left: schematic of simulation model; Right: simulation results) 
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ABSTRACT  

Pyrolysis is a key phenomenon in solid ignition, flame spread and fire growth. It is also a complex physical 
and chemical phenomenon, in which heat transport, mass transport and chemical reaction occurs 
simultaneously. Due to the differences in physical, mathematical and computational models, different 
computational tools may have different solutions to a same pyrolysis problem. It is important to realize the 
existence of this possible discrepancy and the source of it. This study investigates the differences between 
two powerful pyrolysis simulation tools, GPYRO (Finite Difference Method) and COMSOL (Finite 
Element Method). The comparison is conducted at three levels, from simple cases to the complex ones: 
kinetics at microscale, heat transfer at mesoscale and pyrolysis at mesoscale.  

For the comparison of kinetics, a kinetic scheme with corresponding kinetic parameters is obtained from a 
thermogravimetric (TG) experiment of PMMA[1]. Based on the scheme, kinetic model is built using 
GPYRO and COMSOL. It is found that the simulation results of the two tools match very well with each 
other. For the comparison of heat transfer, 4 mesoscale cases (1D) with different boundary conditions 
and/or governing equations are simulated and the prediction of temperature histories at different depths are 
compared (e.g Figure 1). It is found that small but perceivable discrepancy appears in the case where both 
in-depth radiation and radiative heat loss on the surface are taken into account. The source of discrepancy 
comes from physical model. More specifically, it is the different treatment of in-depth radiation term in the 
energy conservation equation that leads to this discrepancy. In the full pyrolysis simulation, the discrepancy 
still exists between two tools in the prediction of both surface temperature and mass loss rate. This 
discrepancy is found to stem from different mathematical expressions of condensed phase energy equations 
and different computational methods employed by GPYRO and COMSOL.  
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ABSTRACT 

The results of a thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) depend on the heating rate, the mass of the sample or 
the atmosphere. TGA experiments of wood show smoldering and glowing reactions by experimental 
conditions similar to atmospheric air (21 % Oxygen and 79 % Nitrogen).  

Glowing is characterized by a fast oxidation of charring material and is influenced by the char surface 
oxidation rate [1, 2]. Kinetic controlled and diffusion controlled processes determine the char surface 
oxidation rate by the diffusion and absorption of oxygen, the reaction of solid and oxygen to absorbed 
products and the desorbtion of the products [2].  

This study investigates the decomposition of spruce by the TGA and discusses the reactions of glowing and 
smoldering as a function of the heating rate and the mass of the sample. As an example figure 1 shows two 
specific reactions for each TGA curve at a heating rate of 4 K/min.  

Fig. 1. Mass loss rate of TGA experiments at a heating rate of 4 K/min for four different masses  

The TGA experiments were conducted with masses between 5 and 15 mg. The first reaction of all TGA 
experiments represents a smoldering decomposition (300°C to 320°C), which builds up a charring layer. 
The second reaction illustrates for the low mass of 5 mg a smoldering reaction in contrast to the high mass 
of 15 mg. Glowing occurs by increasing the mass of the samples. The weight of 10 mg represents the limit 
case between glowing and smoldering. In addition to the mass, the heating rate influences also the second 
reaction of decomposition. By increasing the heating rate the glowing occurs at lower temperatures for a 
constant weight. Consequently, the glowing or smoldering reaction after 380 °C is affected by the mass of 
the sample and the heating rate. These experimental configurations influence: 

heat transfer inside the sample and 

the structure of the surface at a specific temperature. 

This research work shows the relation between the experimental configuration of the TGA and either the 
glowing or smoldering occurring reaction by discussing the heat transfer inside the sample, as well as the 
porosity and the structure of the surface. Furthermore, the dependency of the mass and heating rate is also 
observed for others solid organic substances, like milk powder.  
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ABSTRACT

The fire dynamics and fire chemistry of in-situ burning of crude oil on water was studied in order to 
improve predictions on the suitability of this oil spill response method. For this purpose, several 
operational parameters were studied to determine the factors that control the burning efficiency of in-
situ burning, i.e. the amount of oil (in wt%) removed from the water surface by the burning process. The 
burning efficiency is the main parameter for expressing the oil removal effectiveness of in-situ burning 
and is thus relevant for suitability predictions of this method. The parameters studied were the initial slick 
thickness of the oil, the vaporization order of the crude oil burning, the ignition of fresh and weathered 
crude oils on water, the influence of the burning area, the effect of the water layer below the burning oil 
and the use of chemical herders in ice-infested water to thicken spread oil slicks.  

All the experimental work was conducted in several small and intermediate scale experimental setups 
with oil pool diameters between 0.10 m and 2.0 m. The main apparatus used in this study featured a 
water basin (water volume of 1.0 x 1.0 x 0.50 m3) in which a 0.34 m high Pyrex glass cylinder with a 
diameter of 0.16 m was placed to contain the oil samples. Additional experimental setups used were an 
intermediate scale water basin with a 19 m2 water surface and height of 1 m to study the herding of crude 
oil in ice-infested water, ice cavities with diameters of 0.10, 0.25 and 1.1 m to study the influence of the 
burning area and a modified cone calorimeter setup to study the ignition of fresh and weathered crude 
oils. 

The results showed that the pool diameter to a great extent controls the burning efficiency. The other 
studied parameters were shown only to have a limited effect on the efficiency of in-situ burning as oil spill 
response method. This finding strongly suggests that high burning efficiencies are inherent to operational 
scale crude oil fires on water, because such large fires avoid extinction due to favorable heat and mass 
transfer inherent to burns at that scale. Operational and environmental conditions such as the weathering 
state of the oil and the initial slick thickness only influenced the ignitability of the oil. Once ignition and 
flame spread on a large oil slick are successful, high burning efficiencies are thus expected simply due to 
the scale of the fire.  

As such, the main parameter that determines the suitability of in-situ burning as oil spill response method 
becomes the ignitability of the oil, including subsequent flame spread across the spill surface. This 
ignitability parameter is depending on complex fire dynamics aspects, but can be expressed in terms of 
the heat flux that the ignition source needs to be able to provide to the oil surface to ignite and spread 
the flames over the oil. From an operational point of view, predicting the suitability of in-situ burning can 
thus be reduced to answering the question whether the strength of the required ignition source to fully 
ignite the spilled oil is practically feasible. 
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ABSTRACT 

Most of the fires occurring in residential areas are accidental and, thus, started by a small ignition source, 
e.g. cigarette buds or electrical short circuit. These ignition sources could easily initiate a smouldering fire
since a large number of the materials present in dwellings are prone to this type of combustion. During
smouldering, the transition to flaming combustion is identified as a severe threat in residential fires and
deemed as a complex phenomenon coupling solid and gas-phase combustion. It was noted in literature [1]
that transition to flaming was equally impossible to predict and difficult to reproduce experimentally.

However, several first pioneering research papers [2 & 3] 
have identified transition to flaming to be controlled by 
material size, oxygen mass fraction, convective heat loss, 
and heat balance. Fig. 1 shows the influence of air velocity 
in forward smouldering and fuel particle size on smouldering 
rate and transition occurrences from [2]. Further several 
recent studies have proposed mechanisms of transition to 
flaming by identifying the occurrence of secondary char 
oxidation and development of pore formation inside the 
smouldering material [4]. These findings facilitated the 
prediction of the transition to flaming location which then 
was used as validation for the numerical model developed by 
the implementation of two-temperature model of coupled 
solid-gas phase combustion. Following that, the effect of 
boundary conditions and the existence of warm partially 
oxidized material were found to control the occurrence of 
transition to flaming on cotton [5]. In this work, the findings 

from an extensive literature review on the transition phenomenon including pioneer experimental works of 
smouldering, practical experimental works of residential fires identifying the occurrence of transition to 
flaming, and recent works investigating detailed mechanism of transition to flaming are presented. It is 
concluded that further studies investigating the development of numerical models and further validation 
experimental works in a wider array of material samples and applications are needed, e.g. wildland fires. 
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Fig. 1. Smouldering rate as a function of 
air velocity in a forward smouldering [2]. 
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Experimental Investigation of Small-Scale Fire Whirl Dynamics 
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ABSTRACT 

Fire safety/protection engineering is critically important for safeguarding human life, and to protect 
economic investments and the environment. So-called "fire whirls" or "fire tornadoes", i.e. swirling 
buoyancy-driven diffusion flames, are known to occur in wildfires as well as residential and commercial 
building fires. The formation of these fire whirls can have devastating consequences, since they can 
drastically increase fire intensity and spread rate. In wildfires, fire whirls are caused by the interaction of 
local wind conditions with the upward rise of hot combustion gases. The deliberate use of fire whirls has 
also been proposed as a technique for cleaning up spills of flammable liquids in the environment. 

A variety of small-scale fire whirl experiments using gas flames, liquid pools, and solid structures were 
performed in a fixed-frame apparatus. The gas entered at three different heat release rates (HRR): 5.6, 8.6, 
and 11.5 kW. As the HRR increased, the flame height of the fire whirls increased by 20 to 40% compared 
to a general diffusion flame. The heat flux in the fire whirl also increased by 25 to 70% over that in a 
diffusion flame. This resulted in 1.5 to 2.5 times greater maximum centerline temperatures. In the ethanol 
and methanol pool fire whirls, the average percent enhancement of the burning rates was 83% and 73%, 
respectively. On average, there was a 20 to 25% higher heat flux in the fire whirl. The wooden cribs were 
constructed using yellow poplar hardwood sticks with a square cross-section of 0.0126 m and a length of 
0.152 m. All cribs had a height of six stick layers and the number of sticks per layer was varied. As the 
number of sticks per layer increased (4, 5, 6), the burning rate increased by 6.5, 16.5 and 36% when the fire 
whirl was present. The height of the flame was also significantly greater in the presence of a fire whirl. 
The maximum centerline temperature increased by 1.5 to 4 times that of the general fire. In all fire whirl 
experiments (gas, liquid and solid fuels), the two velocity components in the fire whirls were approximately 
twice as high as in regular diffusion flames. This emphasizes the increased burning intensity in fire whirls. 

In all experiments, it was clearly observed that fire whirls burn significantly cleaner, producing less soot 
than general fires. Near the end of the pool fire whirls, when the flammable solvent was almost exhausted 
and therefore the liquid mixture contained a significant concentration of water, a "blue whirl" was 
observed. The blue whirl was a very stable fire whirl that appeared to consist of a nearly soot-free flame. 
The crib experiments also showed much cleaner burning flames. With the absence of a fire whirl, burning 
was incomplete, with soot and pieces of wood remaining. In the fire whirl experiments, the wood was 
almost completely burnt, with almost no char remaining. 

Initial simulations were generated for the gas flame experiments using the fireFoam solver available in the 
open-source computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code, OpenFOAM. To match the experimental work, the 
fuel used in the simulations was propane with a heat release rate of 8.6 kW and a 3-in diameter burner. The 
overall structure an behaviour of the fire in the simulation matched the experimental results relatively well. 
However, significant differences were observed between the predicted velocity and temperature values near 
the base of the flame and the measured values. Since the chemical reaction rate was assumed to be mixing-
limited, these differences appear to be due to difficulties in accurately predicting turbulent mixing at the 
base of the flame. Future studies will focus on improving these predictions, and simulations for the pool 
fire whirls and crib fire whirls are currently also being developed. 

The results helped to explain the criteria for the onset of fire whirls, and differentiate their behavior from 
normal buoyant fire plumes. To perform comprehensive validation of predictive models, it will now be 
necessary to perform experiments at a variety of different scales, with a wider range of fuels, and over a 
broader range of conditions. The overall objectives of this research are to develop a better understanding of 
fire whirl formation and propagation, and to develop better models for the prediction of their behavior. 

CATEGORY: Student poster (Ph. D. Student). 
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ABSTRACT  

Fire laboratory of DGA Aeronautical Systems (DGA TA) is involved in numerous working groups, 
mainly led by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). It is also recognized for many years as an 
active member of the improvement of fire safety in airplanes. In this framework, lots of works have been 
conducted, from the development of new test methods to the review of test methods described in various 
standards. However, as part of French Department of Defence, tests realised by the laboratory are not 
only applied to aeronautical field, but also to maritime, land transportation and to soldiers or fire fighters 
equipment.  

Air force fire fighters clothes are used to be tested in realistic situations, representative of a pool fire due 
to an airplane crash. To do so, experimented fire fighters wear the equipment and walk around a 91m² 
kerosene pool fire to evaluate fire resistance of different parts of the clothes (jacket, pants, shoes...). But, 
nowadays, more and more restrictions are encountered to perform liquid fuel pool fires, mainly due to the 
combustible cost and its ecological impact. Fire tests protocols are asked to use gas fires instead of 
kerosene fires. This is for example the case of fire tests on ammunition and energetics materials [1] or for 
the fire test protocol followed by the Air Force fire fighters when they have to select new outfits.  

In this context, the experimental centre for fire fighters outfits asked DGA TA to perform a 
characterization of two pool fires in order to check if the thermal stress received by clothes during the 
tests would be the same on the two fire areas, to get sure the severity of the test is at least equal.  

To get more information on thermal stress levels whether the fire is a gas or a kerosene one, two 
experimental campaigns were conducted during year 2016 by DGA TA on large pool fires.  

Fig. 1: Kerosene pool fire (91 m²) vs. propane pool fire (400 m²) 

The instrumentation set during the two series of tests was exactly the same in order to easily compare the 
results. Instrumentation consisted in Gardon heat-flux sensors, thermocouples and slugs, developed by 
our laboratory.   

The main conclusion of this study is that, regardless the fire size, at the same distance of the fire, heat 
fluxes are higher during kerosene fires than during propane ones. Influences of fire area, quantity of 
combustible or distance to fire were also studied during those two experimental campaigns.  
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ABSTRACT 

Ignition refers to the marked transition of a system from a non-reactive equilibrium state to a self-
sustaining reactive state. Most past studies of piloted ignition focused on the flat materials under different 
heating fluxes and thicknesses. In this experimental work, piloted ignition of cylindrical fuel is investigated 
under variable irradiation from halogen lamps up to 30 kW/m2. Three cylindrical fuels, transparent 
PMMA, black PMMA and softwood of different diameters are tested. Experimental results show that 
neither the thermally thin nor thick theory for traditional flat sample can well explain the measured ignition 
delay time. The transparency and in-depth radiation absorption play important roles in the piloted ignition, 
as the ignition delay of clear PMMA is much larger than that of black PMMA. The ignition delays of 
softwood and black PMMA are found to be similar. For the thinnest rod (0.32 cm), ignition is not possible 
because of the melting (PMMA) and collapse (wood).  
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EVALUATING RADIATIVE EXCHANGE IN A METHANOL POOL 
FIRE WITH RADCAL 2
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Gaithersburg, MD, USA

ABSTRACT

An improved and expanded 2nd edition of RadCal [1] has been developed, which provides a basis for 
solving the spectrally-resolved radiative transfer equation for the directional spectral intensity in a non-
isothermal, non-uniform mixture of gases and soot. The new version of RADCAL has been implemented in
FDS Version 6 [2] but also as a stand-alone program. RadCal 2 expands on the limited number of species
(CO, CO2, H2O, CH4, and soot) available in the original version developed by Grosshandler [3] and 
includes temperature-dependent data for spectral absorptivity for several additional species (ethane, 
propane, n-heptane, ethylene, propylene, methanol, toluene, and methyl-methacrylate) relevant for fuels 
and intermediate species in fuel-rich fire zones. The new species radiation models are based on highly 
resolved FTIR transmission measurements over a range of temperatures (300 K to 1000 K) [4 -7] and 
supporting code and data management tools to convert transmission measurements into tabulated narrow-
band models facilitating expansion of the species database in the future.

To illustrate RadCal 2, radiative heat transfer in a 30-cm methanol pool fire is explored. Measurements 
were made along the central axis of the pool fire including temperature (fine wire thermocouple), species 
(Gas Chromatograph) and a unique set of radiative transmission measurements (FTIR spectrometer).  The 
data complement previous radiative flux measurements external to and above the same fire. Modeling
radiative exchange with gas phase emission and fuel vapor blockage yields estimates of the heat transfer to 
the pool surface and the effective mass burning rate. The predicted spectral incident radiative intensity to 
the surface of the pool fire is compared to the experimental measurements to estimate the importance of 
radiative blockage by fuel vapor.
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ABSTRACT 

With the aim of evaluating the energy balance and temperature distribution in a well-confined and 
mechanically-ventilated compartment with various compartment geometries (the aspect ratios between 0.2 
and 4.7) and various heights of vents and fire sources, a fire experiment in small-scale compartments (Fig. 
1) was conducted with considering the similarity for energy balance in a quasi-steady state.  The results
indicate that (1) The energy transported to the outside of the compartment is more than half through the walls,
while the energy transported through the exhaust vent is relatively small.  The ratio of the exhaust heat loss
to the heat release rate (HRR) increases with the exhaust flow rate.  These tendencies are independent of the
compartment geometry.  (2) The variation in the energy balance can be universally evaluated independent of
the compartment size and geometry by considering a single scaling factor  ( , : effective
heat transfer coefficient [kW/(m2K)], : total wall area [m2], :  ratio of the spatial mean temperature in a
compartment to the exhaust temperature [-], : specific heat [kJ/(kgK)]) for a compartment.  (3) The effective
heat transfer coefficient in Deal and Beyler (DB1990) [1] is applicable for setting , and the constant for the
coefficient in DB1990 corresponds to the temperature ratio  in this study.  The value of  varies with the
compartment geometry (including the vent and fire heights) and corresponds to the distributions of the gas
temperature and wall heat loss:   larger than unity arises from the gradual decrease in temperature in the
longitudinal (vertical) direction in shaft-like compartments, while  smaller than unity arises from the
stratified temperature in corridor-like compartments.   tends to increase when a fire source is located near
the ceiling, since a lot of energy is lost through the walls near the fire source and the temperature decreases 
all over the compartment.  The dependency of  on the compartment geometry suggests that the uncertainty
of the effective heat transfer coefficient in spreadsheet models may be decreased by considering the
compartment geometry.
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Vertical wall fire and upward flame spread 
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ABSTRACT 

FDS validation exercise is undertaken to predict vertical turbulent wall fire earlier studied experimentally 
and numerically by FireFOAM (see Ref. [1]) followed by simulation of the upward flame spread over the 5 
m height combustible slab in experimental conditions of Ref. [2]. In the wall fire simulation, the effect of 
grid resolution on the boundary layer structure and on the distributions of surface heat fluxes is examined. 
Grid convergence for the surface heat fluxes is demonstrated in Fig. 1, which also shows comparison to the 
wall-resolved LES performed in Ref. [1]. This analysis is a necessary step to ensure robust predictions in a 
more complicated scenario of flame spread over the large-scale combustible surfaces (Fig. 2), in which 
resolution of the near-wall gradients is often prohibitive. In the simulations performed in this work, 
predicted growth of the heat release rate has been found to reasonably replicate (see Fig. 3) the 
measurement data obtained in Ref. [2]. Strong effect of the shape and temperature of the igniter as well as 
of the side air entrainment has been observed, 
propagation regimes with different pyrolysis pattern are identified. A simplified analytical model for the 
upward turbulent flame spread is formulated and applied to interpret the simulation results. 

Fig. 1. Variation of the total (left) convective and radiative (right) fluxes along the vertical centerline 

Fig. 2. Instantaneous surface distributions of burning rate (0-30 
g/(m2s)), temperature (20-
heat fluxes (0-50 kW/m2), 200 kW/m3 heat release rate iso-
surface and soot concentration. Time instant 1254 s 

Fig. 3. Measured and predicted transient 
growth of heat release rate in the 
vertically spreading flame 
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ABSTRACT  

The development of external thermal insulation systems in buildings leads to an increased risk of fire 
spread by the façade of buildings [1]. In order to assess this risk, several countries have enforced mandatory 
real-scale tests, which consider both reaction and resistance to fire. These test methods are very different 
from one country to another, with discrepancies in the fire load, exposure duration, geometry and 
ventilation [2]. In these tests, a post-flashover room fire scenario is assumed, where the fire destroyed the 

w and is venting through the opening. Fire performances assessment is based on different 
criteria, such as temperature thresholds or propagation. Considering all these differences, it appears 
difficult to compare in an objective way the results obtained through the different façade fire tests. 
Furthermore, given the prohibitive costs of the tests involved, an experimental benchmark study of large-
scale real test is not possible. 

The aim of this study is to develop an alternative approach based on a numerical tool, in order to compare 
façade fire tests. This methodology relies on the evaluation of the thermal stress related to the different 
initial fire sources upon non-combustible wall. The numerical model was built using Fire Dynamics 
Simulator (Version 6.5.2). Five façade fire test facilities (2 corner tests and 3 flat wall tests) were 
considered to establish a comparison methodology: British (BS 8414-1), German (DIN E 4102-20) and 
Swedish (SP FIRE 105) standards, French regulation (LEPIR II) and International standard (ISO 13785-2). 
Each bench was numerically modelled according to the experimental test facility. 

Numerical results representing the thermal stress imposed by each bench on the surface were processed 
using MATLAB to build analytical correlations. The analysis was focused on the dynamic evolution of the 
incident heat flux and its spatial distribution upon the surface of the walls. This methodology will provide a 
comparison metrics for large-scale façade fire test benches, according to one or more common criteria. 
Results will be presented and discussed. 
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smoke spread in complex buildings 
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ABSTRACT 

The majority of fire fatalities in the UK, US and Australia occur outside of the room of fire origin and are 
due to the effects of smoke inhalation. Two-way fire-
growth and spread. Due to computational limitations fire safety engineers are typically required to curtail 
the examined building domain to a small number of enclosures. Phenomena important for fire life safety 
and fire spread may be ignored in the fire engineering analysis. The poster describes a project which aims 
to provide a framework whereby the total building system can be explicitly modelled within industry-
accepted timeframes by employing coupled hybrid modelling: the coupling of computationally less 
expensive models to more expensive models with higher fidelity. Boundary conditions can be extended and 
more of the far field can form part of the fire safety analysis.  

The poster documents some key statistics relevant to fire spread through a total building system, describes 
the pros and cons of typical modelling paradigms (network, zone, field). The poster describes the coupled 
hybrid modelling framework. The poster describes the recent work which has been completed in FDS  the 

transport. 
The poster presents numerical verification of the enhanced HVAC solver. The poster describes future 
planned work; being the further extension of FDS+HVAC, experimental validation.  
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Relative effects of Grid Resolution and Minor Spatial Design Changes on FDS Modelling 
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Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) has become a commonly used tool used by fire engineers to assess tenability 
within buildings in the event of a fire.  This study assess the relative effects of changing grid size and changes 
to the design of spaces that may affect smoke transport and therefore tenability.  Two buildings were analysed, 
one being a rectangular 20m by 50m room 6m high with a 20m by 20m mezzanine floor at an elevation of 3m 
at one end.  The other was a 3 level 30m by 30m building with a 0.5m wide double skin façade (DSF) on one 
face.  Tenability was assessed at 2.0m above floors as being a fractional equivalent dose (FED) of carbon 
monoxide of 0.3, and visibility of at least 10m.  The fire was a fast growth rate fire. 

The mezzanine floor building was modelled with a grid resolution of 0.5, 0.25m and 0.125m, and located either 
in the open, or under the mezzanine.   The following design changes were also modelled; a 1m high solid 
barrier across the front of the mezzanine, a 10m solid wall partway across the mezzanine, a 3m by 4m enclosed 
room to the rear of the mezzanine floor, a 5m by 5m room below the mezzanine and a 5m by 5m room on the 
mezzanine.   The difference in tenability for both minor design changes and changes in grid resolution are 
similar, and less than about 10%.  The mezzanine floor model was also run with a 10% lower and 10% higher 
fire growth rate.  The changes in tenability were less than 3% on the mezzanine and less than 8% on the lower 
floor.  The most significant change occurred when the fire was located under the mezzanine with about a 60% 
increase in tenability time on the upper floor, and 17% decrease on the lower floor  

The DSF building had a DSF with 0.25 m high vents running the length of the DSF on the inside and outside of 
the DSF, and a top vent the width and length of the DSF.   Solid obstructions were modelled as 0.5m by 0.5m 
blocks with a 1m gap in between within the DSF to mimic horizontal obstructions within the DSF.  The model 
was run with only interior vents open, and then with all vents open at a resolution of 0.25, 0.125, 0.0625, and 
0.03125m through and adjacent to the DSF with a fire in the centre of the lowest floor.  Halving the size of the 
obstructions in the DSF resulted in tenability times with a much smaller difference than that due to changing 
the grid resolution, but altering the relative height of the interior and exterior vents to the DSF so they were 
no longer opposite each other across the DSF, resulted in more significant changes to the tenability time. 
Doubling the width of the DSF had little effect when all exterior vents were open, but a much more significant 
effect when all exterior vents were closed.   Moving the fire location from the centre of the space to the rear 
away from the DSF, resulted in a 26% increase in tenability time on both level 2 and 3.   

As convergence had not been achieved when decreasing grid resolution there is no best answer.  For relative 
simple spaces such as the mezzanine floor, it appears that decreasing the grid size may have a small effect on 
the results, and design changes that reduce the smoke reservoir volume have a small negative effect on 
tenability as would be expected.  For a more complex building with smoke flow via a DSF, which is a constricted 
path with several changes in the direction of the smoke flow, it appears a coarse model is generally more 
conservative or similar to a more refined model.  Minor spatial changes appear to have limited effect, but the 
biggest effects are altering the size of the DSF when exterior vents are closed, or whether exterior vents are 
all open or all closed.   

The most significant difference in results, appears to come from the location of the fire, then changes in 
ventilation, then major design changes such as the width of a DSF, with grid resolution and minor changes as 
could be expected during the normal design process.  Hence taking the time to have very fine FDS models is 
probably not warranted, particularly if it is at the expense of not rerunning models to allow for multiple fire 
locations and major design variations, given the uncertainty in inputs and the less precise calculation of 
Required Safe Egress Time (RSET).  
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ABSTRACT 

In Japan, there is high demand for using as much wooden materials as possible for interior lining so that we 
can touch and see wood and wooden interior lining which is a combustible material tends to occupy a large 
amount of surface area in the compartment. Flashover (FO), on the other hand, is one of the most important 
phenomena, relating to safe egress of occupants, not only in the compartment, but also in the same floor 
and a whole building. Due to this issue, in the current regulation, use of combustible materials such as 
wood for interior lining is limited depending on building use, type of construction, etc.  

We have been conducting parametric full scale compartment fire tests quantifying the effect of the usage of 
wooden lining in a compartment (e.g. floor area, opening condition, surface area and location of wooden 
lining) focusing on the time to onset of FO in order to develop evacuation safety design method for the 
basis of reviewing current regulation limiting wooden interior lining securing egress safety. In the previous 
tests, compartments of which classroom size and bed room size have been used and the result suggested 
that it takes longer time to onset of FO in a larger compartment with wooden wall and noncombustible 
ceiling [1]. Therefore, in order to specify the 
effect of area of floor and opening condition of a 
compartment on the time to onset of FO, full scale 
compartment fire tests were conducted changing 
systematically the floor area and opening 
condition (Fig.1). Our results show that 1) 
temperature of smoke layer will be higher in the 
compartment with larger hanging wall but the 
effect of that tends to be decreased if the opening 
itself is larger, 2) time to onset of FO tends to be 
shorter in a compartment with smaller opening, 3) 
temporal difference to onset of FO depending of 
floor area of a compartment is measured. 
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Corner Fire Test 
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ABSTRACT 

Fires in corner configurations feature extended flame heights and high plume temperatures as the air 
entrainment into the fire is reduced [1]. Reduction in radiation losses to the surroundings and re-radiation 
among the walls are also notable [2]. The fire modeling code FireFOAM [3] has been used to evaluate the 
capabilities in predicting the thermal characteristics of such fire behavior. The considered configuration is 
that of the Single Burning Item (SBI) test [4]. Thus, comparison is made with SBI experimental data [5].  

Figure 1 shows a brief set of results from the conducted computational analysis. The mean flame heights 
have been determined by means of two methods: using a 99% volumetric HRR criterion, and using a 
stoichiometric mixture fraction method, as in  [6]. Considering that the burner in the SBI experiments has a 
triangular shape and its flames interact with a corner boundary configuration, both the former methods 
yield very reasonable predictions. The modeled total heat fluxes are in the order of the experimentally 
observed values as well. A radiant fraction value of 0.3 has been estimated for the propane burner which 
agrees well with the literature [7]. 

CATEGORY: Student poster (PhD Student, Supervisor: Bart Merci). 

KEYWORDS: modeling, corner fire, single burning item test, heat flux, mean flame height. 

Fig. 1. Modeled (dashed lines) versus experimental (symbols) results of HRR (diagram a), mean flame 
heights (diagram b), and total gauge heat fluxes in the persistent zone of the flames (diagram c).
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Surface 
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ABSTRACT  

In the presented experimental study we investigate the thermal interaction of small scale buoyant flows 
with solid boundaries. The generated data will be used for FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator) validation. In 
our previous studies of a spill plume, the experimental data differed significantly from the simulation data 
[1]. This simplified experiment will allow us to examine the heat flux through the enclosure walls, made 
out of Plexiglas (PMMA), and to analyse the potential contribution to the differences. 

The experimental setup consists of a 
rectangular Plexiglas box with the 
dimensions of 0.32 x 0.32 x 0.25 [m³] and a 
variable opening on one side. The heating 
source, an electrically powered block of 
copper, which can be operated at different 
power settings and can therefore produce 
laminar and turbulent plumes [1], is placed 
in the centre of this enclosure, see [Fig. 1]. 

As we focus on the spatially and temporally 
resolved heat flux through the enclosure, the 
temperatures are recorded with a thermal 
imaging camera to determine them on the 
inside and outside surfaces. The heat flux 
through the walls (including the ceiling) is 
then calculated by the local temperature 
difference between the inner and the outer 
side, while taking the thermal properties of 
the enclosure into account. In addition to 
this, temperatures are recorded by 
thermocouples at selected positions at the 
surfaces, as a reference for the thermal 
imaging measurements, and in the free gas 
volume of the enclosure.  

With the heat flux data further simulations are realized using FDS. The temperatures, the flow velocity and 
the occurrence of turbulence in the spill plume in these simulations are compared to experimental data.  

A further step will be to apply the findings to an extended experimental setup. This examines the influence 
of the ceiling height and inclination on the flow properties and the heat transfer through the enclosure. 
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plume velocity field, captured with a particle imaging 
velocimetry system. 
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ABSTRACT 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models are increasingly applied in fire safety science and 
engineering. One of the most widespread models is the Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS). It is a model for 
fire-driven fluid flows (low speed, thermally driven) and is separated into different sub-models, e.g. the 
combustion, the radiation and the fluid dynamics models. The aim of the study is the development of a new 
small scale test facility which provides experimental data for the validation of the fluid dynamics model. 
This model determines the turbulent properties of a simulated flow, which have significant influence on the 
transport and the mixing processes, e.g. in a plume. 

The design is based on a simple setup of a heat source in an enclosure to emulate a buoyancy-driven plume. 
Based on FDS simulations, the geometrical extension of the enclosure is chosen to limit its boundary 
effects and therefore resemble open boundary conditions, as well as to quantify the impact of stratification 
on the plume. The enclosure is a rectangular box, where the Plexiglas walls of the box are kept at a certain 
temperature by suitable cooling. The heating source is positioned centrally on the floor. In previous 
experiments, a cubic shaped electrical heating source was used and the velocity field of the plume was 
captured with a particle image velocimetry (PIV) system. In case of free gas flows, turbulence arises due to 
shear forces (fluid-fluid-interaction). The previous experiment showed that the geometry of the heating 
block (flow separation at edges) has a strong influence on the turbulence intensity of the plume (Fig. 1). 
Therefore, the design of the heating source has been adapted and the heating block has been lowered into 
the floor plate (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 1: Cubic shaped heating source and 
analysis of the turbulent kinetic energy 
field, using 2D-2C PIV measurements  

Fig. 2: Redesigned heating 
source (embedded  and 
isolated)

The aim of the new test facility is to deliver a precise statement on the turbulence intensity and on fluid-
fluid-interaction. To avoid disturbances of the flow, non-intrusive measurement techniques, for example 
particle image velocimetry (PIV) and laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV), are used.  
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ABSTRACT 

Pool scale and wind are two key factors that significantly affect the behavior of open pool fires. Previous 
experiments of wind effect on pool fire behavior were performed below or at the lower limit of large scale 
(d 2 m). The data accuracy and repeatability of outdoor large-scale experiments were severely limited by 
the poorly controlled wind conditions. This study conducted a series of large-scale experiments on open 
pool fires with fuel pool areas ranged from 50 to 400 m2 under controlled crosswind conditions (0-12 m/s) 
by using a large open wind tunnel. Aviation kerosene and diesel were used as fuels. The variations of fuel 
mass burning rate, temperature, flame geometry (flame length, tilt and drag), flame emissive power and 
radiation heat flux distributions were measured under different fuels, fuel pool areas and crosswind speeds. 
It is found that the mass burning rate increased steadily with crosswind speed for certain pool area. The 
maximum flame temperature increased with fuel pool area and decreased with crosswind speed. It is found 
that most of the flame was surrounded by layers of black smoke and the flame tilt angle and flame drag 
increased steadily with increasing crosswind speed. Counter-rotating vortex pair was formed on the 
leeward sides of the fire plume. The emissive power of obscure flame was much lower that of luminous 
flame and high radiation flame zone was very close to the ground under relatively large crosswind speed. 
The near field radiation heat flux distribution strongly depended on the crosswind direction and speed. The 
value of far field vertical radiation heat flux gauge in the downwind direction first increased and then 
decreased with crosswind speed, while the value of far field horizontal radiation heat flux gauge increased 
under relatively large crosswind speed. Future work will involve detailed processing and analysis of mass 
data in support of the validation and development of theoretical and numerical models. 
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ABSTRACT  

This work presents an experimental study of the burning behaviors of ethanol pool fires in a corridor-like 
enclosure . Three key parameters were examined, namely opening size, fire 
size and location of the fire. Tests were performed in a three-meter long corridor-like enclosure having a 
0.5 m 0.5 m cross section. In total, more than 60 experiments were conducted with eight opening sizes, 
two fire sizes and two fire locations. Measurements consist of mass loss rate, heat release rate, temperature 
inside the enclosure, heat flux on the floor as well as on , gas and smoke production outside the 
enclosure and flame height, using a CDD camera. Figure 1a plots the mass pyrolysis rate ( T) against the 
ventilation factor (AH1/2 where A and H are the area and height of the opening respectively), both 
normalized by the fuel surface area (AF). The trend of the present data follows that reported for a 
rectangular enclosure [1]. Specifically, in the ventilation-controlled region, the mass burning rate increases 
almost linearly with the ventilation factor, until it reaches its maximum corresponding to the transition from 
ventilation- to fuel-controlled conditions. With a further increase in the ventilation factor, the burning rate 
decreases until it reaches a constant value close to the one found in open burning conditions tests. Using the 
corridor-like enclosure, it was found that at the ventilation-controlled stage the burning rate can be 
correlated with the ventilation factor with the following equation, T /AF =0.066 AH1/2/AF, as opposed to 

T/AF=0.1AH1/2/AF for a rectangular enclosure. This may be attributed to the fact that the experimentally 
measured temperature in the hot gas layer is not completely uniform due to the large aspect ratio in the 
corridor-like configuration. The location and size of the fire also have a significant influence on the burning 
behaviors of the fire as depicted in Fig. 1b, which depicts the burning rate for cases with varying fire size 
and location. When the burner is located at the rear, much higher burning rates are observed due to the 
increased radiation feedback from the hot gas layer and . Also, during these cases 
flames are detached from the burner, moving towards the opening and in certain cases emerging from the 
opening. Finally, it was found that combustion efficiency decreases with decreasing opening size.  

Fig. 1. (a) Mass pyrolysis rate against ventilation factor both normalized the fuel surface are, and (b) 
Comparison of mass pyrolysis rate for cases with varying fire size and location. 
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ABSTRACT 

Recent experiments have shown that a fire whirl, burning liquid n-heptane on a water surface, can 
transition into a relatively small, spinning flame structure called a blue whirl [1]. An important property of 
the blue whirl is that it does not produce soot even though it is burning a generally sooty liquid 
hydrocarbon fuel. Observations describe three regions in the blue whirl: the lower blue portion with the 
shape of an inverted cone, whose vertex sits just above the fuel surface; a bright blue ring (the vortex rim) 
at the top edge of the cone; and a purple haze above it. New measurements, obtained using thin-filament 
pyrometry (TFP) [2] with a digital camera, and micro-thermocouples show that the flame temperature 
peaks at ~2000 K, which is ~200 K higher than normally expected for a non-premixed n-heptane flame [3]. 
OH* spectroscopy, performed using a UV camera shows that most of the burning takes place in the vortex 
rim. High frame rate visualizations of soot particle traces during transition events reveal recirculation zones 
inside the blue whirl. Collectively, these measurements support the idea that the physical transitions of the 
flame structure from fire whirls to blue whirls are strongly tied to the fluid dynamics of vortex breakdown, 
going from spiral to bubble modes.  
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Fig. 1. The blue whirl with three 
distinct regions indicated. 

Fig. 2. (a) Glowing filaments with blue whirl, (b) instantaneous 
TFP image, and (c) resulting temperature contours. 
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ABSTRACT 

Flame emerging from windows can lead to vertical fire spread, resulting in cascading effects. The aim of 
present study is to apply FireFOAM, for the first time, to this façade fires scenario. The computational 
physical domain contain two parts, including an compartment of 0.4 m (L) × 0.4 m (W) × 0.4 m (H) with 
an attached façade wall of 1.2 m (W) ×1.8 m (H), and the extend air domain is 0.8 m (L) × 1.2 m (W) × 1.8 
m (H) (Fig .1). The extended eddy dissipation concept proposed and implemented in FireFOAM by Chen et 
al. [1, 2] is used for combustion. The one k-equation eddy viscosity model [3] is used for sub-grid scale 
turbulence modelling. The numerical predictions are compared with the measurements of Hu et al. [4]. 
Without the effect of ambient wind, the predicted flame shape (flame height and width) are in reasonably 
good agreement with the measurements. The external vertical plume temperature profiles near the façade 
wall are also compared with the measurements, its predicted value are close to measurements. Under the 
condition of ambient wind, the evolution characteristics of façade fires with ambient wind was simulated 
by using FireFOAM. The present work has laid a good foundation to extend the application of FireFOAM 
to full-scale façade fire modelling. 

CATEGORY: General poster  

KEYWORDS: Enclosure fire; façade fire; external flame shape; vertical temperature profile. 

Fig 1. Façade fires model 
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ABSTRACT 

According to the Building Standard Law of Japan, a building material of non-combustible performance 
shall not generate smoke or gas threatening to evacuation for twenty minutes. In order to prove that 
performance, toxicity tests using mice are performed in Japan to evaluate the fire effluents generated from 
the interior finish materials used at building compartments/rooms. At the same time, some negative 
comments have arisen against the animal tests from the ethical viewpoints, even though they are one of the 
promising ways to properly evaluate the toxicity. On the other hand, FED (fractional effective dose) 
method is internationally used from such as ISO 13344 for lethality and ISO 13571 for tenability, etc.  

ISO/TS 19700 has been already discussed1 with details and good results have been found, and it is no doubt 
that tube furnace is a promising method for evaluating toxicity, but also it is limited to homogenous 
thermoplastic materials, without consideration of barrier effects. Also, now in ISO/TC92/SC1/WG5 
meetings, combination of ISO 5659-2 smoke chamber and Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)2 is discussed 
and new draft as ISO/DTS 19021 is being made with much interest among the participants. In this research, 
FED and FEC are calculated based on FTIR analysis when it is combined with smoke chamber. The results 
are then compared with the results of mean values of the time for eight mice to stop moving in toxicity tests 
when identical test specimens are used. As for the limited number of already published materials done by 
authors, FED calculation results when mice are not used in the mice test felicity3, and rough discussion on 
limited number of wooden specimens4 were already publicized, but specifically in this poster presentation, 
the detailed discussion on correlation between Japanese mice test for toxicity and ISO/DTS 19021 will be 
made both on FED and FEC, regarding various kinds of materials such as wall papers, sandwich panel core 
materials, and also several types of fire-retardant treated wood as well as untreated wood, etc. 
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Smouldering Peat Fires 
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ABSTRACT 

Smouldering peat fires, the largest fires on Earth, are reported with varying frequency in six continents and 
are responsible for regional haze episodes [1] (Fig. 1). Haze can last for long periods, it deteriorates air 
quality, disrupts shipping and aviation routes and induces surges of health emergencies in the population 
(predominantly to the respiratory and cardiovascular systems). Despite their enormous effects on 
atmospheric emissions, economy and public health, there is no existing review of peat fire emissions and 
health effects of haze in the literature [2]. In this review, we report the research on emissions and the haze 
phenomena by smouldering peat fires; an up-to-date and comprehensive of peat fire gas and particle species 
emission factors (EFs) was compiled in two categories: boreal and temperate peat, and tropical peat [3]. 
Generally, tropical peat emits higher amounts of the prominent gas species (CO2, CO, CH4, HCN and NH3) 
and particulate matter than boreal and temperate peat, related with its higher carbon content. The modified 
combustion efficiency (MCE), a parameter used to characterize the fractions of flaming and smouldering 
combustion, was reviewed and evaluated for its applicability of being used in peat fire emission 
quantification. 

This is the first review conducted on the important topic of regional haze episodes. It is hoped that 
integrating the existing literature can be used by others to accelerate progress in the field and to identify 
gaps in knowledge.  

Fig. 1. Schematics of peat forest flaming fire and the subsequent smouldering peatland fire. 
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Abstract

Removal of respiratory protection during fire post-fire activities can expose firefighters to unknown 
toxicants, but current practice relies solely on the CO concentration.  Wildland firefighters do not wear 
respiratory protection despite intermittent high-level and long-term low-level exposure to smoke.
Simultaneous monitoring of particulates, CO, irritants (formaldehyde and acrolein), and hydrocarbons are 
needed as they include carcinogens and can exceed the occupational exposure limits (OSHA, NIOSH, 
ACGIH) under certain conditions during fire overhaul and wildland firefighting.  The greater concern with 
their exposure is the combination of irritants in smoke.

The purpose of this project is to develop prototypes of compact, highly sensitive, real-time particulate/gas 
detection systems to reduce the number of firefighter fatalities and injuries. This study endeavors to:  (1) 
combine the NASA-developed compact particulate and gas (O2, CO, and hydrocarbons) sensors, (2) newly 
develop formaldehyde and acrolein sensors, and (3) test prototypes in the laboratories, burn rooms, fire 
overhaul, and wildland fire environments in cooperation with fire services. The preliminary testing of 
existing particulate and micro-fabricated gas sensors was conducted in a controlled-burn room environment
using different fuels and in the laboratory using smoke from wood samples being pyrolyzed in a tube 
furnace. The preliminary testing resulted in further understanding of the device responses and room for 
improvement.  Compact real-time particulate and toxic-gas detectors to be derived from the prototypes
under development can be adopted by fire services eventually in the future.
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ABSTRACT  

Vertical shaft is one of the most important approaches for smoke control in tunnel fires [1]. However, the 
boundary layer separation is a common phenomenon of hampering the smoke exhaust for vertical shafts [2]. 
Based on the fluid dynamics theory, when the fluid flows across an obstacle with a sharp corner, the 
boundary layer separation occurs immediately at this location of sharp corner [3, 4]. Therefore, a tilted 
shaft was then proposed in order to solve the problems and improve the capacity of smoke exhaust. The 

exhaust were addressed numerically through FDS. A series of fire scenarios were simulated in a full-scale 
road tunnel. Numerical results showed that boundary layer separation can occur in all vertical shafts 
even with extreme height, resulting in relatively limited smoke flow through the shaft. After replacing the 
vertical shaft with tilted shaft, the boundary layer separation is then eliminated. However, small inclination 
angle means large resistance and short shaft width, which is not beneficial to the smoke exhaust. Under 
these two factors, an optimal inclination angle exists for the shaft, which is around 76° in this study. 
Besides, the shaft height shows a limited effect on the mass flow rate of smoke in most cases. Based on the 
smoke flow characteristics and exhaust effect, the shaft inclination angle can be roughly divided into three 
regions, i.e. resistance and shaft width control region ( <26.6 ), plug-holing & resistance and shaft width 
control region (26.6 76
influence factor of inclination angle on the mass flow rate of smoke is different in each region, resulting in 
different capacity for smoke exhaust. Considering the capacity of smoke exhaust and the difficulty and cost 
of construction, the low and slightly tilted shaft was proposed to apply in tunnel fires, which is equivalently 
beneficial to increases the capacity of smoke exhaust as the high vertical shaft. The outcomes of this study 
can provide a useful guide for the design of shaft in the practical applications.  

CATEGORY:  General poster 
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ABSTRACT  

The results of tunnel fire were always catastrophic due to large amounts of flammable cargo and fuel with 
extremely high calorific value. The generated toxic smoke gas spread fast and widely, which prohibited the 
firefighters from entering into the inside of tunnel and extinguishing the fire [1, 2]. Sealing smothering 
method is an important approach to control fire growth in large tunnel fires [3, 4]. After tunnel fire occurs, 
the entrances cannot be sealed immediately due to the existence of fire recognition and personnel decisions. 
Therefore, this paper experimentally studied the effect of initial sealing time on fire behaviors in a 1/15 
reduced scale heavy-haul railway tunnel model. Also, several typical sealing modes with different sealing 
rates were also considered simultaneously in the study. Isooctane, as the main ingredient of petrol, was 
used to simulate the tunnel fire caused by leaked petrol from the oil tank. A series of characteristic 
parameters, such as the temperature over fire source, mass loss rate of fuel, CO concentration at tunnel 
entrance as well as smoke temperature at tunnel entrance were measured and analyzed. The results 
indicates that for the complete sealing, the earlier the initial sealing time is, the better the combustion can 
be suppressed with shorter burning duration and lower temperature. At the same time, it also prevents the 
smoke with higher CO concentration from flowing out from tunnel entrance. However, the complete 
sealing is only the ideal scenario, which is not always achieved in actual tunnel fire. For the incomplete 
sealing, though the sealing implemented before violent burning stage can reduce the temperature 
effectively, it also causes a much longer burning duration and induces a higher CO concentration at tunnel 
entrance. Especially in violent burning stage, the sealing not only does not limit the fire growth but also 
exacerbates the tunnel fire with an extremely high CO concentration at the tunnel entrance and a longer 
ceiling flame jet, which is a fatal threat to firefighters. Beside, as long as one of the tunnel entrances is 
sealed incompletely, the temperature above the ceiling at tunnel entrance will increase immediately after 
sealing, which is also an important phenomenon for firefighters and need draw their attention to avoid 
corresponding danger. The outcomes of this study is of great significance in providing a fundamental data 
for understanding the fire behaviors in tunnel after sealing, and helping firefighters to make a correct 
judgement before the rescue and do related protective measures in the process of sealing. 
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ABSTRACT  

In the study of Wang et al. [1] a series of small-scale forced ventilation tunnel crib fire experiments were 
conducted. It was found that the forced ventilation affected the fire spread and burning efficiency and then 
further affected the peak heat release rate (HRR) of crib fires. A mathematical model has been proposed to 
describe the influence of the forced ventilation. This model has been used to reproduce the enhancement in 
peak HRR for cribs with different porosity factors. The effects of using different length of cribs on peak 
HRR were assessed based the proposed mathematical model. It was found that the enhancement factor for 
the peak HRR reached a maximum value of 3 when the crib is twice of the original crib length. However, 
the results for the influence of crib length were only based on a theoretical derivation.  

In order to further verify the mathematical model the forced ventilation influence on different length crib 
fires are experimentally investigated in this poster. Medium density fireboard (MDF) cribs with lengths of 
500 mm and 750 mm under forced ventilations of 1.4 m/s 1.7 m/s and 2.0 m/s have been used. It is found 
that the degree of forced ventilation influence on the burning efficiency is affected by different lengths of 
crib and therefore has an influence on the peak HRR. In order to reflect the influence due to the crib length, 
a new factor is included into the mathematical model. This revised mathematical model is applied to 
reassess the experimental scenarios discussed in [1]. The new predicted enhancement ratios for the peak 
HRR better correspond to the experimental results than applying the previous model. Based on the revised 
model, a lower maximum enhancement factor of 2.2 (instead of 3 from the previous model analysis) is 
obtained for the effects of using different length cribs on the peak HRR. 
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ABSTRACT  
Several large tunnel fires have occurred in Norway the last couple of years; Skatestraumstunnel July 2015 
[1], Gudvanga tunnel August 2015 and 2013 [2] and Oslofjord tunnel June 2011 [3]. Under slightly altered 
circumstances these fires could have resulted in several casualties. In the Oslofjord tunnel there has been 
one major fire (truck or car destroyed) per year since the opening in 2000 [3]. The Office of the Audit 
General in Norway states that there is a need for improving the fire safety in Norwegian road tunnels [4].  

The aim of this work is to assess the fire safety design of complex (long/steep climb/subsea) road tunnels 
by means of an inherently safer design and system engineering. An inherently safer approach to hazard 
management tries to eliminate hazard or reduce their magnitude, severity or likelihood of occurrence, by 
careful attention to the fundamental design and layout [5]. System engineering is an interdisciplinary 
approach and means to enable the realization of successful systems [6]. The focus will be to numerically 
simulate the fire dynamic and spread of smoke within road tunnels. The aim is to quantify the influence of 
various design parameters on the smoke spread and fire dynamics. This knowledge together with a system 
engineering approach can be implemented early in conceptual phase of a new development project and thus 
contribute to an inherently safer design, in a cost-efficient way.  

CATEGORY: Student poster (Ph. D Student). 
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WAY OF WORKING: 
1. Study previous accidents and systemize lesson learned  how did the design influenced on the fire and

smoke spread, thus the possibility to achieve a safe evacuation?
2. Evaluate the possibility to reduce the fire risk in road tunnels through an inherently safer design and

system engineering.
3. Validation of CFD modeling of fire and smoke spread in road tunnels up against experimental data

done by previously researchers.
4. CFD modeling of parameters affecting the fire and smoke development, hence assess the impact of

uncertainties linked to these parameters. Could an altered design reduce the fire risk in complex road
tunnels? E.g., how does the cross-sectional geometry affect the fire growth rate?

5. Knowledge gained to be used as an improvement suggestion for design handbooks in order to reduce
the fire risk in complex road tunnels.
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ABSTRACT 

In case of fire, reinforced concrete floor slabs are heated on the lower surface and are strongly deflected 
due to the temperature gradient along the thickness direction and the reduction in stiffness at elevated 
temperature. In accordance with deflection of the floor slab, the membrane stress developed and 
cause the enhancement [1, 2]. This poster discussed, on the basis of the results of high-temperature 
loading tests of small scale reinforced mortal slabs, the amount of deflection due to the temperature gradient 
and the influence of the bottom reinforcement temperature on the maximum strength, and the enhancement 
factor. The test parameters include the support conditions, the slab thickness and the steel temperature at 
the bottom reinforcement. The purpose of the tests was to clarify the influence of these parameters on the 
thermal deflection and the load-deflection behavior of reinforced mortar slabs at elevated temperatures.  

The test result indicated that the thermal deflection due to the temperature gradient was larger for a thin slab 
than for a thick one because of the influence of the slab weight. This difference was larger for the two-way slabs 
than for the one-way slabs. The experimental and calculated values for the thermal deflection of the one-way 
slabs were in approximate agreement up to 100°C for the thin slab and up to 250°C for the thick slab. Above 
these temperatures, the calculated thermal deflection was lower than the experimental value. The calculated 
value of the thick two-way slabs approximately agreed with the experimental values because of the influences 
of the weight and the load-induced thermal strain. The maximum strength in case of the bottom reinforcement 
temperature of 400°C was equal to or larger than that at room temperature. The decrease in the maximum 
strength above 500°C was lower for the two-way slabs than for the one-way slabs. The enhancement factor for 
the maximum strength due to tensile membrane action was larger for a thin slab than for a thick one, and the 
deflection at the maximum strength was also larger. The features of the failure after the two-way slab tests were 
roundly developed a crack on the upper side. On the lower side, cracks developed along the welded wire mesh 
around the center and along the diagonal line of the square slab. 

KEYWORDS: Fire, Reinforced mortar slabs, Tensile membrane action, Enhancement factor, Thermal 
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ABSTRACT

Timber elements, unlike other structural elements, have a characteristic problem in that the load-bearing 
capacity decreases due to self-burning in the case of a fire, and self-burning may continue even after all 
other fuel in the room has been consumed. It is important to understand the structural performance and the 
failure behaviour not only during the heating phase but also during the cooling phase. In previous studies, 
loading tests after heating and load-bearing fire tests were conducted in order to clarify the deflection 
behavior during the cooling phase of a glulam beam exposed to 1 hour of standard fire heating. In this 
poster, structural analysis results of these previous load bearing fire tests were presented and mechanical 
properties of the timber at elevated temperature for the structural analysis were discussed.

The analytical results approximately agreed with the experimental results of the load-deflection relationship, 
the deflection behaviour and the failure time under constant load exposed to 1 hour of standard fire heating. 
These agreements indicated that reduction factor for the strength and modulus of elasticity in accordance 
with Eurocode 5 are useful for prediction of the deflection behaviour and failure time of glulam beams.
Meanwhile, in case of the lower load conditions, the differences of the deflection between the analytical 
value and the experimental value gradually increased as the time passed during the cooling phase. It was 
pointed that the creep behaviour of timbers under high temperature and evaporative condition should be 
considered in order to improve the analytical method for the prediction of the deflection behaviour of 
glulam beams in fire including the cooling phase.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the test results of the mechanical properties of three types of structural steel at high 
temperature, which are generally used for the Pre-Engineered Building (PEB) system. The PEB system is 
generally used for non-residential buildings, such as factories and warehouses. The structural steel 
members are installed without fire resistance protection, which means they are very weak in the case of fire. 
The end-plate connection could be critical in the case of fire because most of the moment is resisted by the 
tensile force of the bolts. Therefore, the mechanical properties of bolts at elevated temperatures are tested. 
Coupon test specimens for SS400, SM490, and F10T bolts were tested according to KS D 0801 and ASTM 
E8M. The high-temperature coupon tests were performed at 20°C, 400°C, 500°C, and 600°C. The test 
results were compared with the design reduction factors obtained from the American and European 
standards (AISC, 2005, CEN, 2005). The yield strength and tensile strength satisfied the minimum strength 
of the specified standards at 20°C. However, the reduction factor for yield strength obtained at a high 
temperature was lower than that of the standard value suggested by the code. In particular, the reduction 
factors for the high-strength bolt (F10T) were lower than those of the structural steel members (SM490, 
SS400).

CATEGORY: Student poster (Master’s student).
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ABSTRACT  

Steel connectors are the most commonly used systems for load transferring between structural members in 
timber construction.  Due to the high thermal conductivity of steel, these load-transferring zones are likely 
to be the first points of failure in a fire event. This experimental study aimed to investigate the structural 
performance of beam-to-column timber connections using large-scale tests under exposure to elevated 
temperatures that followed the standard fire curve CAN/ULC-S1011. The tested assemblies consisted of 
two glulam beam sections fixed to a centre glulam column using concealed steel connectors as shown in 
Figure 1. The beam ends connected to the column were free to displace vertically, but restrained against 
rotation; while, the other ends were completely restrained against rotation and displacement. During fire 
testing, the assembly was subjected to a static load applied on the top side of the column, which produced a 
cantilever effect on the beams with equal but opposite moment reactions at the beam-to-column 
connections. Two tests were carried out with different load ratios of their design capacity as per the 
provisions of CAN/CSA O86-14 Canadian Handbook of Wood Design 2015 edition2. The results indicated 
that different charring rates occurred at different sections near the steel connectors, which were larger than 
the values reported in the literature. The main failure modes were timber splitting along the bottom bolt 
row and crushing at the compression zone. Also, test results showed that there was a reduction in the 
charring rate at the sections in contact with the plates of the steel connectors, and at these sections the 
temperature increase was almost linear.  It was noticed that the connection failure time is heavily depended 
on the applied load.  It was also found that the failure times were shorter than the calculated failure times 
based on the published charring rates. This may be due to the thermal degradation of timber at temperatures 
below 300°C, which was assumed to be the temperature of char formation.   

CATEGORY: Student poster (Ph. D Student).  

KEYWORDS: Standard fire, charring rates, timber connections, failure modes.  

Fig. 1. General Test Setup. 
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ABSTRACT 

A previous study has numerically quantified how a low emissivity coating would improve the fire 
performance of windows [1]. Indeed the glass breakage in windows mainly occurs due to the temperature 
difference between the exposed pane and the shaded edges [2], temperature that is approximately constant 
for the same window material whatever the heating exposure. The temperature rise in materials cause by 
radiation is depending of the absorbed heat flux, which depends on the absorptivity of the material for the 
radiant heat process. 
The numerical studyError! Bookmark not defined. has shown that a low emissivity coated windows has a longer 
time to breakage (+226%) than a usual windows, for an incident radiant heat flux of 23.4 kW/m2. 
In order to verify this result, an experimental campaign has been performed. Three different radiant heat 
fluxes (23.4, 14.3 and 5 kW/m2) have been applied to two type of windows (low emissivity coated and 
normal, also known as K- and F-glass, respectively).The difference of temperature between the exposed 
pane and the shaded edges, and also the time of breakage have been recorded.  

 

When the radiant heat flux impacts a coated window on its uncoated side, the time of breakage is the same 
as that for an uncoated window. It means that the radiant heat flux is absorbed by the 4mm thickness of the 
window and that the coating has to be on the fire exposed side in order to obtain any improvement. 
Also on the Fig. 1, there is no time of breakage for 5 kW/m2 because the test has been stopped at 25 
minutes as the window was still not broken. This result can be observed in the Fig. 2. Indeed, the difference 

reakage. This critical breakage temperature seems 
to be constant for this kind of window, and its value is around 35 °C, according the tests results showed in 
the Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. Time of breakage of 2 types of 
windows at three different radiant heat 

fluxes. 

Fig. 2. Differences of temperature, at the moment of 
breakage, between the exposed pane and the shaded edges 

of a window exposed at three different heat fluxes. 
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ABSTRACT 

Traditionally, the use of bamboo-based materials have mostly been limited to low-rise structures in tropical 
countries [1]. In recent years, engineered bamboo products have emerged with the potential of becoming a 
widely-
remarkable mechanical properties and overcoming key challenges such as; geometrical irregularity, 
connection detailing and the dispersion of mechanical properties [2]. Few studies have aimed at 
understanding the performance of bamboo structures during or after fire [3]. Understanding the structural 
fire performance of bamboo structures is crucial before bamboo structural systems can be used with 
confidence in applications where fire safety considerations must be accounted (e.g. complex architectures, 
or mid-, high-rise construction). The work presented in this poster aims at investigating key aspects that 
govern the compressive strength of bamboo at elevated temperature. The strength reduction and the 
reduced cross-section methods [4, 5], initially conceived for timber-based materials and products, are used 
as the basis for comparing the outcomes presented herein. The poster describes a set of experimental 
studies on round and laminated bamboo, focused on a careful control of the heating conditions of test 
samples, countered by a numerical heat transfer model, as it is shown in Figure 1. The core of the 
experimental work was taken by controlling the heating conditions (using an environmental chamber) on 
bamboo test samples under sustained compressive load. These tests enabled a comprehensive analysis of 
bamboo to be undertaken which considered the effects of sustained mechanical stress and temperature; 
shedding light into the behaviour of bamboo structures at elevated temperatures. Additionally, stiffness 
variations of bamboo samples were analysed. The outcomes of this work will establish the grounds for 
understanding the fire performance of bamboo structures; key for enabling the full potential and rapid 
growth of the bamboo industry worldwide. 

Figure 1. Test setup of round bamboo (left) and laminated bamboo (right) at elevated temperatures. 

CATEGORY: Student poster (Ph. D Student). 
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Abstract: 

The main drivers of the construction industry are time of construction, optimised thermal and acoustic 
performance, human comfort, aesthetics, and environmental issues among others. Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) 
fulfils in a satisfactory manner all these industry needs; therefore, this novel structural material is increasingly 
being used in the built environment. In addition, designers are pushing towards the possibility of allowing 
enhanced exposed surfaces of structural timber, i.e. averting the use of encapsulation with non-flammable barriers. 
This new architectonical trend supposes a potential fire hazard in timber buildings due to the increased amount of 
fuel and exposed surfaces of combustible material. In terms of compartment fire dynamics, that could translate 
into longer fully-developed fires and a larger external flaming phenomenon due to increased pyrolysis rates. 
Moreover, the timber structure could potentially burn until collapse. In order to ensure the fire safe use of structural 
timber in buildings, self-extinguishment must be guaranteed. Thus, engineering tools to quantify and design self-
extinguishment of timber are urgently required. 

Self-extinguishment of timber is a physical phenomenon that consists in the cease of flaming due to the fact that 
the heat generated by the flame is not sufficient to sustain continuous burning [1]. Recently, Emberley et al. [2] 
established quantifiable criteria to determine self-extinguishment using bench-scale testing based on the Cone 
Calorimeter apparatus. A critical external heat flux and mass loss rate were shown to define the self-
extinguishment of specific species of CLT. 

This poster presents a methodology designed to be able to link self-extinguishment criteria established on a bench-
scale using flammability testing with real scenarios, i.e. where timber is enclosed in a compartment with one or 
more of the compartment walls and ceiling composed of exposed CLT. Previous work showed that additional 
mechanisms are present in a compartment scenario, where for instance the fire can keep burning at the corners 
and the heat flux exposure has a different time history than in bench-scale testing, with a very long decay phase 
[3]. Therefore, the criteria for self-extinguishment set by Emberley et al. should be re-evaluated with the outcome 
from compartment tests. Additionally, this work seeks to define the conditions of fuel load, opening factor and 
geometrical configuration of the compartment for which self-extinguishment of the exposed CLT walls will 
happen. 

The work done up to date teaches us that sealing all the possible outflows in the compartment is decisive for self-
extinguishment. In addition, it has been observed that there is a mismatch with Emberley et al. heat flux criterion 
when compared with the readings from the compartment test heat flux meter at the time of self-extinguishment. 
To study the severity of the fire, several tests were done with non-combustible linings but preserving the geometry 
and fuel load as in the tests with an exposed CLT ceiling and lateral wall. The comparison between both set-ups 
indicates that in presence of exposed CLT the flame spilled from the opening supposes up to a 100%  larger heat 
fluxes onto the façade, and the time of the fully-developed fire and decay phase is significantly longer 
(approximately 60% longer). 

1. Drysdale, D., An introduction to fire dynamics. Vol. 3rd. 2011, Chichester, England: John Wiley & Sons.
2. Emberly, R., et al., Self-Extincion of Timber. Proceeding of Combustion Institute 2016.
3. Gorska, C., A. Law, and J.L. Torero, An Investigation into the Effect of Exposed Timber on Thermal 

Load, in 24th Australasian Conference on the Mechanics of Structures and Materials. 2016: Perth.
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ABSTRACT 

Fire-induced displacement of the structures is one of the key parameters that represents possibility of 
structural collapse when fire occurs. In this study, a new fire-induced displacement estimation method for 
structures is developed by integrating acceleration and velocity data based on Kalman filter so that dynamic 
and pseudo-static displacement due to fire can be measured for smart ball sensors, which are installed on 
the roof of a fired structure and transmit structural collapse alarm to firefighters. The proposed method 
estimates displacement by recursively integrating measured acceleration and correcting integration error 
using measured velocity. The proposed method provides the following advantages over the existing 
displacement measurement technique such as GPS-RTK and laser displacement sensor: the proposed 
method (1) offers better accuracy (around 2mm) and a better sampling rate than GPS-RTK, and (2) does 
not require a fixed support to measure displacement unlike laser displacement sensor. The performance of 
the proposed method was validated through a series of lab scale tests. In the tests, the precision of the 
estimated displacement was about 2 mm.

KEYWORDS: Displacement estimation, Kalman filter, Structural health monitoring, structural response
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ABSTRACT 

In fires, when structure is heated, it can lose its mechanical strength and stability and eventually the 
structure may collapse. This study presents a comprehensive LES (Large Eddy Simulation) computation of 
thermal exposure on steel column in oil pool fire, using CFD software Simtec [1]. The computation results 
are validated by comparison with experimental measurement, showing very good agreement. 

The simulated scenario is an experiment carried out by SP, Sweden [2]. In the experiment, an unprotected 
steel column was hung above a pool fire and the interior of the column was left empty. 

In the simulation, heat release is not prescribed. Instead, the fuel supply into gas phase is fully based on the 
calculated fuel evaporation rate, which is governed by convection, thermal radiation and heat transfer 
inside the pool, etc. The computed fuel evaporation rate agrees well with experimental measurement. 

When the steel column is heated by the fire and hot gas at the outer surface, heat will be transferred inside 
the steel column by conduction. Thus, the inner surface of the steel column will also become hot. This will 
then invoke important thermal radiation and convection in the column interior empty space. This invoked 
heat transfer, particularly the thermal radiation can have significant influence on temperature distribution in 
the steel column. In the simulation, all these processes are considered and computed. 

The simulation domain is 7mx10mx7m and the smallest gas phase cell size is 1.23 cm. Separate solid phase 
meshes are used to compute the 3D heat transfer inside all the solid materials. The smallest solid phase 
mesh size is 0.5 mm. 

Figure 1 shows the comparison of computed and measured steel column temperature at different heights. 
Simulations were made using both a relatively coarser mesh and a refined mesh. The simulation results 
agree very well with experiment measurement In the figure, also shown are the Euro-code calculation 
results from the SP report [2]. 

Fig. 1. Comparison between computed and measured steel column temperature at different heights 
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ABSTRACT 

Due to its enhanced sustainability, bamboo and engineered bamboo products have started to be considered 
as competitive construction materials [1]. Researchers studying laminated bamboo have reported it to have 
mechanical properties that are comparable to engineered timber materials [2]. As a result, bamboo is 
becoming a very attractive material for structural applications in construction [3], as it provides an 
opportunity for modern multi-story buildings to be designed with bamboo as a main component.  

 to 
carry out further investigations based on a tailored methodology, targeted especially towards understanding 
the fire behaviour of bamboo [4].  

This project intends to provide a thermal characterization of laminated bamboo, obtained through 
benchmark testing of parameters such as thermal conductivity, flammability properties, thermal 
degradation and conditions for the onset of pyrolysis of bamboo. Table 1 and Figure 1 show some of the 
tests completed to date, along with preliminary results.  

The conclusions of this work will help create the foundations to develop fire safe designs for bamboo 
structures by establishing the key parameters that drive its failure modes under fire conditions, and by 
identifying the fire-related strengths and limitations of bamboo products. 
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ABSTRACT 

Structural steels for buildings are manufactured so that yield strength and strength of structural steels at a 
room temperature comply with regional standards. However, the mechanical properties of steels even in the 
same classification widely vary because of differences in chemical components, thermal treatment, rolled 
process in manufacturing. The mechanical properties at high temperatures also have similar characteristics.  

The specification of steels for building structures at high temperatures has not been established to ensure 
fire resistance of structural elements in a fire. Reduced yield strength of steels at high temperatures, which 
is a design value subtracted triple standard deviations from average stress at 1% strain, is used in fire 
resistance design recommendation [1]. The actual safety level of steel buildings following the design 
method is not clear to estimate the damage or risk by a fire.  The structural redundancy of buildings, which 
is defined as load bearing capacity of all over the building structures and stress redistribution from heated 
structural elements to other intact structural elements, is not considered in the design. 

To acquire the knowledge for developing a future fire resistance deign method that includes the influence 
of uncertainties, i.e. material properties, fire severities, load, etc., a series of numerical thermal response 
analysis of steel frames exposed to a fire were conducted in this research. The mechanical properties of 
structural elements, yield stress, strength and stress-strain curves at high temperature, were treated as 
random variables in this analysis with Monte Carlo simulation [2]. 

Collapse temperatures of steel frames from the analysis were compared with buckling temperatures of 
heated columns; buckling temperatures are one of important performance criteria in fire resistance design 
estimated by the tangent modulus theory. The results showed that collapse temperatures increased with the 
increase in stress redistribution factor F/P. The gap between average and 5 percentile of collapse 
temperatures increased in the F/P range of 0.6 to 1.0. Temperatures of steel frames with F/P over 1.1 
almost reached the maximum steel temperature at where the strength of steels became zero. 

It was found that the collapse temperatures of steel frames with F/P less than 0.6 varied in the same range 
of variations of material properties. The criteria for buckling heated column were estimated lower than the 
collapse temperatures. The steel frames with F/P greater than 1.1 did not collapse with column buckling. 
The design method would be improved with stress retribution capacity of buildings. 
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ABSTRACT  
Inadequate availability of computational tools and methods to estimate uncertainties in the prediction of 
fire-structure response have delayed the implementation of performance based fire engineering for fire-
barriers [1, 2]. Prediction of barrier temperature-evolution during fire requires coupling of two or more 
numerical models; For example; CFD codes to estimate gas temperature and FEM/FDM to estimate barrier 
temperature [3, 4]. The modelling-error of each model effects the measure of barrier-temperature. This 
creates difficulty in calculating the true uncertainty in barrier-temperature, i.e., the uncertainty in barrier-
temperature due to uncertainty input parameter alone [5, 6]. The main aim of this study is to compare the 
total modelling uncertainty and experimental uncertainty in the prediction of barrier-temperature such that 
the result later can be utilized for the estimation of true output uncertainty. 

In 1998, a series of fire test was carried out at VTT with aim to verify zone models and CFD codes 
using fire simulation. The test series consisted of 21 tests in 10×7×5 m3 test enclosure with 2.4×3.0 m2 to 
ambient. The fire-barriers, i.e., walls and ceiling were made of lightweight concrete. Systematic variations 
of the fire size and locations were made to determine their effect on the fire environment. Burning rates, 
gas temperatures, wall temperatures and heat fluxes were measured during the tests. Corresponding 
numerical models were constructed using FDS, which uses 3D CFD codes to estimate gas temperature and 
1D FDM to predict wall temperature. The burning rates and the ambient temperature imposed in the models 
were the one measured from experiment. The measured and the predicted temperatures (Gas and wall) were 
compared. In addition to this, a separate analysis was carried out in a standalone model, i.e., 1D FDM 
model representing only the barrier. The boundary condition for the standalone model was experimentally 
measured heat flux. The cold-side temperature predicted by the standalone model was compared with the 
measured one.  

Result obtained from the combined analysis shows that the relative standard deviation in measured and 
predicted gas temperature is 0.07 and 0.21 respectively, with systematic bias of 0.94.  Similarly, the relative 
standard deviation in the measured and predicted wall temperature is 0.07 and 0.41 respectively, with 
systematic bias of 1.01. The result from standalone model shows that the relative standard deviation in 
cold-side temperature was 0.34 with systematic bias of 1.02. This result can be utilized to estimate the true 
uncertainty in wall temperature and to pose modelling-accuracy requirement for wall model, for known 
modelling uncertainty in gas temperature, such that the uncertainty in wall temperature prediction does not 
cross the accepted uncertainty limit. 
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ABSTRACT 

Around the world, enthusiasm has been growing for the use of engineered timber products as a primary 
structural material in mid- and high-rise structures. As a construction material, timber has many appealing 
characteristics, ranging from its ability to sequester carbon during growth, its relatively high strength-to-
weight ratio, ease of prefabrication, and high aesthetic value [1]. Bamboo shares or even exceeds timber in 
many of these characteristics, which make it an attractive material for use within the built environment, and 
may be more readily available in regions of the world with large populations and developing economies [2]. 
In particular, engineered bamboo products such as laminated bamboo possess the high strength of raw, round 
bamboo; while allowing for manufacturing of products of a range of dimensions and with relatively consistent 
and reliable mechanical properties [3].  

The fire performance of laminated bamboo must be established to enable its widespread use as principal or 
secondary material in building construction systems (structural and non-structural). In support of this, an 
appropriate evaluation of the burning behaviour of laminated bamboo must be performed. The main 
consideration in the structural performance of lignocellulosic materials during a fire is the loss of strength of 
these materials at elevated temperatures [4]. Therefore, the thermal response and degradation of laminated 
bamboo must be understood, so that this behaviour can be accurately predicted.  

This poster describes a study investigating key aspects governing the fire performance of laminated bamboo, 
including in-depth heating, charring rate, and mass loss during burning, so that these results can be compared 
to current fire design standards and heat transfer models for timber. Experimental studies (refer to Fig. 1) of 

thermal properties were performed and used as inputs in these models. Careful analysis 
of the delamination of relatively thin bamboo lamellas was performed within the scope of this work. 
Thermogravimetric, calorimetry, and thermal conductivity experimental studies were performed. 

Fig. 1. In-depth temperature and mass loss fire test setup and photograph of a sample after fire testing. 
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Optimization of Fire Safety in Facade Design 
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ABSTRACT 

Building fires are a major public issue worldwide. In 2009 a fire in Lakanal house, London, killed 6 
people. In 2014 Lacrosse tower in Melbourne, Australia was set ablaze. More recently, last year, fires at 
the Al Sulafa tower in Dubai and in 8 buildings in Ajman represented a continuing trend of large scale 
building fires occurring across the UAE. The severity of the fire spread was attributed to the choice of 
materials in the buildings  facades. Creating facades that meet European safety codes is an expensive 
process. A designer must either limit themselves to a small number of approved materials, or run full-
scale facade fire tests [1], often multiple times. A new design method is needed to meet these safety 
requirements and encourage innovative design. 

Multi-objective optimization has already been used to find 
cost effective solutions for environmentally friendly 
buildings [2]. This methodology allows one to compare 
conflicting objectives of a design and search the design 

at least one of the chosen objectives. In [2], the compared 
objectives are cost and carbon emissions. Both should be 
minimized, but decreasing one will increase the other. 
Multi-objective optimization provides a range of solutions 
that represent a compromise between the two objectives. 

 A designer can then use these solutions to justify 
their decision for the final design. 

In this work, multi-objective optimization is applied to compare the cost and fire safety of a simple facade. 
In this case the facade is represented as a rectangular layer of potentially flammable insulation, protected 
on either side by a thermal barrier. A one-dimensional heat transfer model is used to find the time to 
ignition for the insulation layer in the case of a fire. Ignition is quantified as the point where the 
temperature of any part of the insulation layer reaches the ignition temperature of the insulating material. 
This is used to quantify the safety of the facade in the event of a fire. Genetic algorithms [3] are used to 
produce a range of optimal design solutions, which are then compared on a Pareto front. This model 
represents the first step in producing a viable tool to assist engineers in the construction of fire-safe, cost 
effective facades. 

CATEGORY: Student poster (Ph. D Student). 
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ABSTRACT  

To investigate the mechanism of spalling of high-strength concrete, heat and mass transfer and thermal 
stress analysis were carried out. The heat and mas transfer model takes into account for the transfer of heat, 
gaseous mixture of water vapor and air together with desorption of physically adsorbed water and 
decomposition of water of crystallization. The model calculates temperature, pore pressure and water 
content profiles as function of time [1,2]. Material properties were changed in accordance with compressive 
strength and pore saturation. Using the output, thermal stress was calculated considering temperature 
distribution. The effect of pore pressure was considered as force acting on skeleton.  

The model was applied to a concrete cylinder (100mm dia.) heated by ISO 834 fire from side surface. Pore 
pressure rise and compressive thermal stress were compared with tensile and compressive strength. As 
shown in Fig. 1., the maximum pore pressure rise exceeded the tensile strength in case of high strength 
concrete with large pore saturation. However, the threshold for onset of spalling is far below in 
experimental data. As shown in Fig. 2., the normalized thermal stress at heated surface is about unity for 
most of the cases but tend to increase as the compressive strength is decreased. Pore saturation had no 
effect on calculated results. The analysis shows that simple comparison of pore pressure and thermal stress 
is not enough to explain the onset of spalling.  

CATEGORY: General poster 

KEYWORDS: fire resistance, concrete; spalling; heat and mass transfer; thermal stress; 

Fig. 1. pore pre ssure rise at 5mm from heated 
surface normalizd by tensile strength in 
comparison with experimentally observed range 
of spalling (x=spalling, o=no spalling).  

Fig. 2. axial compressive stress at heated surface 
normalized by compressive strength at the 
temperature of heated surface in comparison 
with experimentally observed range of spalling 
(x=spalling, o=no spalling) 
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Design Fires with Mixed-Material Burning Cribs to Determine the Extinguish-
ing Effects of Compressed Air Foams 

The overwhelming amounts of different synthetic materials used in everyday life are accompanied by unprecedented dangers. 
Various additives contained in synthetic materials exhibit completely different fire behavior, with more intensive characteris-
tics than an ordinary wood fire [1]. Accidental fires in tire storages, landfills or factories, have a disastrous impact on the en-
vironment and provide media attention. Such fires are difficult to extinguish once ignited. This entails not only an enormous 
technical and human effort but also a high risk for fire fighters, population and environment [2]. Therefore it is necessary to 
provide a well-researched and effective extinguishing agent, to suppress hostile fires as quick as possible and to minimize the 
hazards. The researches of the Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und -prüfung are tied up to results of the latest researches 
[3,4,5] and indicate that compressed air foams (CAF) have the capability to combat such fires effectively. The joint research 
project AERIUS, sponsored by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), is working to determine the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of CAF in comparison to pure water, water with foaming agents and nozzle-aspirated foams in an ex-
tensive series of firefighting experiments. Thereby the optimal conditions of use and the mode of action of CAF, as well as 
its impact on the environment, are investigated using design fires with novel developed mixed-material burning cribs. Into 
the skeletal structured wooden cribs, with a square base of 880 mm x 880 mm and a height of 480 mm, nine different syn-
thetic materials are inserted. The percentage of synthetics in the crib is 30 %. The tests were performed outdoor as well as 
indoor with comparable experimental setups. Both, open air tests and tests in the fire room, showed that CAF has the capaci-
ty to suppress fire faster than water or water with a foaming agent regarding the extinguishing time as well as the consump-
tion of extinguishing liquid. The extinguishment started when the crib was burning fully with an average heat release rate of 
2 MW, but was thought to still contain enough synthetic materials to simulate a mixed fire load. The crib core reached a tem-
perature of 1250 °C and demanded because of its hardly accessible position high performances from the extinguishing medi-
um. A comparison of the temperature profiles 
that CAF performs better than water with a foaming agent. Pure water seems to be least effective. Pure water did not even 
penetrate the material, as most of the water vaporized at the surface or ran off unused. As a consequence, the material was 
able to reignite after a short time. The capacity of extinguishing media was exhausted before the fire was eliminated com-
pletely. Similar to water, the solution of water and a foaming agent suppressed the temperature quickly but was not able to 
hold it down for longer periods. Due to the lower surface tension of water with a foaming agent, the solution penetrated the 
wood better than pure water, so the resurgence of temperatures was less. Because of the adherent characteristics of CAF, it 
stayed on the fire load until it vaporized completely. The fraction of unused water was reduced to a minimum. The homoge-
neous structure of CAF let thin layers of CAF cool down the fire load and seal its gases, also making it immune to sustained 
flaring. 
dilution of flammable gases and forming a barrier between fire load and oxygen. CAF also has practical advantages. The ad-
herence of the white foam to the fire load makes it possible to see the already extinguished parts despite occasionally heavy 
flame turbulence. The pressured extinguishing jet has such high kinetic energy that it is able to reach the flames from a safe 
distance. 

To discuss the composition of smoke gases, data from indoor fire tests were used. The composition of smoke gases does not 
appear to depend significantly on the extinguishing media. The most important factors influencing the composition of smoke 
gases were the extinguishing tactic, the duration of extinguishing and the material temperatures. The faster the fire was extin-
guished, the earlier 
was disrupted. Considering the trend of shortest extinguishing times for CAF, it can be concluded that the release of smoke 
gases during extinguishment with CAF is not as high as the release during extinguishment with pure water or water with a 
foaming agent.   

The findings yielded by the described tests with mixed-material burning cribs will be used to plan further outdoor fire tests 
with heating oil, automobile tires, lithium ion batteries and oil-cooled transformers. These tests are supposed to prove the ef-
fectiveness of CAF in fires with common and unusual fire scenarios. These tests could serve as a basis for recommendations 
on possible actions for firefighters, which can ensure the safety of fire fighters, the population and the environment. 
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The hazards of fire smoke spread in channel have been recognized [1,2]. This paper is related to the potential use of water mist
curtain (WMC) in preventing the spreading of fire smoke, especially focusing on smoke control at the early stage of the fire that
aimed to reduce the harm of fire smoke and save time for people to escape. The fatal factors for occupant evacuation in a fire,
such as the CO concentration, smoke temperature and visibility, were measured in the section being controlled by WMC. The
schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus was presented in Fig. 1.

The results show that WMC would be effective in stopping fire smoke spreading at the early stage, and it may provide useful
reference for developing a novel method in smoke controlling, the typical experiment results was shown in Fig. 2. The effects of
the nozzles with different spray characteristics were also investigated and an optimal working pressure was suggested. In our
research, an analytical model for the effect of water mist curtain on a fire-induced smoke layer has been developed based on a
current model presented by Li et al. [3] and Tang et al. [4]. The introduced downward smoke displacement (m) could be
caculated by the following equation:

FD is the total drag force (N), is is the smoke density outside the spray region (kg/m3), is is the smoke density inside the spray region surrounded by smoke (kg/m3), s is the smoke density
outside the spray region (kg/m3), a is the ambient air density (kg/m3), ia is the smoke density inside the spray region surrounded by ambient air (kg/m3), g is the gravity acceleration (m/s2), B is
the width of the ceiling slice, a is the width when the WMC just comes into the channel, b is the contact surface width of the smoke layer bottom. c is the bottom width of the introduced smoke,
h is the smoke layer height before discharging water droplets (m).

The Kelvin Helmholtz (K H) instability model [5] was used for analyzing the interaction between the fire-induced smoke
layer and the spray of WMC.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of the experimental apparatus
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Smoldering combustion- from pulsations to extinguishment  

RAGNI FJELLGAARD MIKALSEN1,2, BJARNE CHRISTIAN HAGEN1, ANNE STEEN-HANSEN2 
and VIDAR FRETTE1 
1. Western Norway University of Applied Sciences, Bjørnsonsgt. 45, 5528 Haugesund, Norway
2. SP Fire Research AS, Tillerbruveien 202, 7092 Trondheim, Norway

ABSTRACT  

Smoldering is known as a slow, but unpredictable form of combustion. In this study we have looked at how 
smoldering is affected by water cooling of the fuel bed without direct contact between fuel and water flow. 
The study is a part of the EMRIS project, and its findings have possible implications for preventing and 
suppressing fires in industrial storage units.  

Method: 27 experiments were performed using a top-ventilated, insulated steel pipe imitating a small-scale 
silo storage unit. 1.2 kg of wood pellets was heated from below by a 350 °C heater for 13 hours, until self-
sustained smoldering was obtained, after which the smoldering was left uninterrupted with no external 
heating. A cooling unit with water flowing inside was positioned in the sample center, details in [1-2]. 

Results: The self-sustained smoldering combustion was significantly affected by the temperature gradient 
in the sample caused by the cooling unit. Extinguishment of self-sustained smoldering fire was obtained in 
7 cases, leaving most of the sample unburnt (Fig 1b). In 11 of the 20 non-extinguished cases, there were 
temperature variations coinciding in space and time (pulsations), with a higher degree of order and 
predictability than normally observed in smoldering (Fig 1a). The pulsations were followed by more 
disordered intense smoldering and complete consumption of the fuel. For comparison, extinguishment and 
pulsations were never observed in 26 previous experiments without cooling unit.  

Fig. 1. Temperature as function of time, keys give vertical position of thermocouples in sample above 
heater. (a) Non-extinguished with pulsations and burn-out. (b) Extinguished self-sustained smoldering. 

Heat storage within the sample, in addition to heat losses to the water cooling and conductive heat losses 
through the bottom and side-wall of the pipe have been found to be the main causes of heat loss variations 
in the pulsating period. Water cooling corresponds to approx. 20 % of the total heat losses in this period. 
The heat losses are at a maximum around half an hour before the temperature turnaround of the pulses, 
possibly explaining the initiation of temperature decrease of the pulses. The mechanisms causing some 
samples to extinguish and some to pulsate will be further studied. 

Conclusions: Extinguishment based on indirect water cooling of smoldering fires has been demonstrated 
experimentally for the first time, as has an ordered pulsating form of smoldering combustion. 
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Fig. 1 Test object.

Full scale fire tests with comparison of different extinguishing 
techniques to fires developing inside cavities

ANDREAS S. BØE, KRISTIAN HOX
RISE FIRE RESEARCH
TRONDHEIM, NORWAY

INTRODUCTION

The most common way to extinguish a fire that develops inside a cavity
is to use a chain saw to cut a hole in the wall and then extinguish the fire 
through the hole with a regular fire hose (hereafter known as the chain 
saw method). This technique does not utilize the extinguishing effect of 
the water to its full extent and it could be used a long time to chase the 
fire. SP Fire Research has compared the chain saw method with new 
extinguishing techniques in two different cavity fires. Scenario A
consisted of a fire behind the outer wood siding (no.1 in Fig. 1) with low 
possibility to spread. Scenario B consisted of a fire inside a cavity behind 
a wooden wall connected to a cavity above a false ceiling (no.2 in Fig. 1) 
with the possibility to spread to a loft (no. 3 in Fig. 1).

RESULTS

In scenario A, all of the tested techniques extinguished the fire fast, despite some differences in water 
consumption. In scenario B there were larger differences between the equipment tested. See Table 1 for 
detailed results. 

Table 1 Results from the fire tests

Scenario A Scenario B
Extinguishing time

[mm:ss]
Water used [liters] Extinguishing time

[mm:ss]
Water used [liters]

CAFS 03:53 Ca. 40 11:33 Ca. 200
Cutting 
extinguisher 02:32 Ca. 135

03:06 Ca. 150
04:49 Ca. 450

Chain saw and 
water hose 04:10 Ca. 220

18:14 > 1200
04:49 Ca. 450

Fog nail - - 02:18 Ca. 400

DISCUSSION

Scenario A revealed that a fire in a cavity that is easy to locate and with a low possibility to spread, may be 
extinguished fast and with relatively small amount of water for all the tested extinguishing equipment. 
Scenario B revealed that a fire in a cavity that is hard to locate and has a high probability to spread, may be 
more difficult to extinguish, and the differences between the methods become clearer. How fast the 
extinguishing technique could deliver water to the seat of the fire varied among the different techniques. 
The cutting extinguisher was able to deliver water to the fire very fast due to the possibility to cut a hole 
through the wall with the equipment alone. All the other equipment needed an extra tool to cut the hole. 
Especially for the first attempt with the chain saw method, the making of the hole delayed the time before 
water was delivered to the fire, and in the meantime the fire escalated to the loft. These tests indicate that 
by choosing the right extinguishing technique for the right fire scenario, the fire may be extinguished faster 
and with less amount of water. 

CATEGORY: General poster.

KEYWORDS: cavity fires, new extinguishing equipment, comparison tests.
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sprinklers and natural smoke vents.  
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ABSTRACT 

Smoke venting goal is to exhaust heat and smoke from a building in the event of a fire emergency. Its main 
purpose is to assure safe egress of the occupants by slowing the loss of visibility and to keep clear of smoke 
a path of escape close to the floor. Other safety objectives aim at delaying flash-over occurrence and 
assisting fire- ration. Automatic fire sprinkler purpose is to detect and control or extinguish fire 
in its early stages. While both of these systems are well known, their use in conjunction is subject to 
controversy due to a lack of scientific data [1], in particular regarding the influence of one system on the 
other. 

This study, carried out as a collaborative work between CNPP and LEMTA, aims at identifying interactions 
which could occur when both of these protection systems are used during a fire event. Two series of real 
scale tests have been conducted. In a first step, 71 tests were made in a 110 m² by 4 m high sprinkler 
protected hall. The fire source used was a fuel oil spray burner with a steady HRR of 400 kW or 800 kW. 
Depending on the scenario, the sprinkler activation was either automatic (activation temperature of 68°C 
and RTI = 108 m1/2s1/2) or manual. A 1 m x 1 m smoke vent was opened at various moments before or after 
aspersion. In all these tests, sprinkler activation occurred, even when the vent was kept open from the 
beginning of the test.  Various measurements were made, including temperature and smoke velocity trough 
exhaust vent and door. The purpose of the first part of this study was to build a strong validation case using 
a simple real scale configuration for latter numerical simulations. 

A second series of 27 tests was conducted in a larger fire hall with a 270 m² roof at 10 m. The fire source 
was either a 2.80 m² fuel oil fire or two stacks of 10 EUR-pallets each. When pool fire was used, the HRR 
was determined by mean of mass loss rate. It was determined that the max HRR ranged from 3.5 MW to 
4.0 MW. Three smoke vents (1.40 m x 2 m each) and 36 K-80 pendant sprinklers (Tact = 68°C, RTI = 108 
m1/2s1/2) were installed on the ceiling. The sprinkler activation was always automatic while the vents were 
manually operated at various moments. Different locations of the fire source were tested, including directly 
beneath one vent. The experiments were conducted in order to study the occurrence and time of sprinkler 
activation depending in the venting strategy and to evaluate the heat exhaust and smoke flow rate at the 
vent. 

Since the last major large scale study conducted on the subject by McGrattan et al. in 1998 [2], the 
numerical tools and computational resources have made considerable steps forward. Due to the complexity 
of the phenomena involved and the financial cost of large scale tests, the use of CFD may allow offsetting 
the lack of repeatability of the experiments. 

Numerical simulations of several tests were made with Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) v.6. and results 
showed an overall good agreement with experimental data. Thereby, future simulations will be carried out 
in order to investigate configurations that could not been conducted experimentally. The poster will bring 
an overview of all the experiments and numerical simulations, with a discussion of the obtained results. 
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Comparative investigations of fluorine-free foams for polar 
liquids 

Karola Keutel 
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39175 Heyrothsberge, Germany 

ABSTRACT  

One of the most used firefighting agents to extinguish pool or spill fires is aqueous film forming foam 
(AFFF). This is also true for liquid fuels containing alcohols, because the foam is frequently alcohol-
resistent (AFFF-AR). The foams contain polyfluoridated tensides (PFT) and especially 
Perfluoroctansulfonate (PFOS), which are extraordinary persistent and cause a carcinogenic effect in 
humans. Since June, 2011 the PFOS is only allowed in firefighting foams with a maximum concentration 
of 0,001 %. On the basis of this regulation, the various manufacturers of extinguishing foaming agents 
concentrated on converting their product lines to fluorosurfactant-free foam concentrates. The selection of 
fluorine-free firefighting foam is increasing every year. Indeed the extinguishing performance of the 
fluorine-free foam is indicated by manufacture according to the DIN EN 1568-4, but a comparison among 
each other thereby is not possible.  

A study was carried out on currently available fluorine-free fire extinguishing foams for polar fuels. We 
investigate six fluorine-free and alcohol-resistant foams. The results were compared with a conventional 
AFFF-AR. The tests were carried out according to the DIN EN 1568 – 4, Annex I: “Small scale fire test” 
under real conditions. That means that every foam was produced with ground water and not with simulated 
fresh water. In addition to the polar fuels of the European Standard, propan-2-one and propan-2-ol, also 
bioethanol (motor fuel E85), premium unleaded with 10 % bioethanol (engine fuel E10) and n-methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (NMP) were applied as fuel. The test for each combination of fuel and firefighting foam was 
repeated three times. During the fire tests the 90 % control time, the 99 % control time, extinction time and 
the 25 % burn-back time were recorded. Furthermore, the foaming properties such as foam expansion and 
drainage time were determined from each foam sample. It was also checked whether the concentrates were 
really free of fluorine.  

It was found that all tested fluorine-free foams used for polar fuels, have similar extinction time compared 
to conventional AFFF-AR foams. But the extinguishing time of propan-2-ol by using all fluorine-free 
foams was better than by applying the conventional AFFF-AR. The 25 % burn-back time was in two cases 
of fluorine-free foams greater than the burn-back time of conventional AFFF-AR. In comparison to the 
conventional AFFF-AR in two cases of fluorine-free foams the burn-back time were higher for four fuels 
(propan-2-one, E85, E10, NMP), but for the fuel propan-2-ol they were lower. The determination is that 
foams differ in their efficiency of extinguishing a polar fuel fire. The results can used to rule out which of 
the six fluorine-free foams is the most suitable one. This investigation was funded by the Conference of 
Interior Ministers (IMK). The examination report is only available in German [1]. 
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Fire Attack Hoses 
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ABSTRACT  

Recent events have shown that fire attack hoses are burning through on the fireground, leaving firefighters 
without water and putting their lives at risk. To address this concern, the National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA) is contemplating how to revise its standard to include a more rigorous thermal 
performance test for fire hoses when no rigorous standardized tests currently exist. The Conductive 
Performance Assessment Apparatus was designed and created for this exact purpose, to expose hoses to 
conductive heat transfer at intensities similar to those found on the fireground. If adopted into the national 
standards, this apparatus will eventually be used to test all new hoses entering the fire service.  
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The Impact of Bromine- and Phosphorous-Based Flame 
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ABSTRACT 

To improve their resistance and response to fire conditions or simply to meet fire safety regulations and 
standards, flame retardants are often added to combustible materials such as synthetic polymers. Typically, 
these flame retardants work by interfering with pyrolysis (e.g. promoting char formation) in the condensed 
phase of the material, reducing gas phase combustion efficiency, or both. Market demand for flame 
retardants is estimated at $2.3 billion with approximately 36% of this market share attributed to brominated 
flame retardants (BFRs), which are highly effective and relatively low in cost [1] via. [2]. With the rapid 
expansion in their use, BFRs have been found across the environment in the atmosphere, soil and sediment, 
bodies of water, and in the tissue of invertebrates, fish, birds, and mammals [3]. This bioaccumulation has 
evoked growing concern with regards to the environmental hazards these flame retardants pose [4] and thus 
industry is moving towards developing safer and equally effective replacements. 

To develop new, efficient flame retardants, it is critical to understand the exact mechanisms by which they 
inhibit flaming combustion. Our research group has developed a systematic methodology to assess the 
flammability of polymeric materials through microscale combustion calorimetry (MCC) and experimental 
measurement of flame heat feedback and material burning behavior during upward flame spread [5]. This 
experimental framework is used in this work to quantify the mechanisms of action of bromine- and 
phosphorous-based flame retardants. Here, a series of experiments was conducted in which flame heat 
transfer and sample mass loss rate were measured as a flame spread over 7 cm tall, 5 cm wide glass-
reinforced PBT samples manufactured with increasing amounts (12, 16, and 24 wt %) of the brominated 
flame retardant, poly(pentabromobenzyl acrylate) (trade name: FR 1025). In an additional series of tests, 
similar measurements were obtained for PBT samples manufactured with increasing amounts (8, 12, 16, 
and 20 wt %) of the phosphorous-based flame retardant, aluminum diethyl-phosphinate (trade name: Exolit 
OP1230). These tests allow for the study of the impact of flame retardants on three key features of the 
system: flame height, peak flame heat flux, and flame stability. Current measurements indicate that 
bromine- and phosphorous-based flame retardants do not affect flame to surface heat transfer in the 
continuous region of wall flames. 
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Modelling uncertainty in wildfire disruption crossings 
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ABSTRACT 

Wildfires cause damage to infrastructure, houses and ecosystems every year in many countries across the 
world. Modelling of large-scale wildfire propagation is important for both long-term future planning and 
operational fire management, such as decisions around evacuation and suppression tactics. Linear 
disruptions in the landscape, such as roads and rivers, can completely halt, partially inhibit or have very 
little effect on the spread of wildfires. The behavior of the fire at disruptions depends on factors such as the 
width of the disruption, the fire intensity and type and condition of the fuel the wildfire is burning through 
[1]. However, there is currently limited understanding for the best method for representing such disruptions 
in wildfire models and quantifying their effect. Here we investigate a range of potential implementations 
for linear disruptions, and apply these to a simplified disruption scenario.  

In this study, wildfire modelling toolkit Spark [1] is used to test both probabilistic and deterministic 
methods of linear disruption crossings for a simple fire scenario. Spark is a two-dimensional, level set 
based solver with a rate of spread dependent on empirical fire behaviour models. The scenario investigated 
in this study comprises a fire starting from a 10 metre radius ignition point, a southerly wind with a 
constant velocity, a homogeneous fuel type and load (combining to give a constant rate of spread), and a 
linear disruption running perpendicular to the direction of fire spread some distance downwind from the 

ignition point (blue line in Fig. 1a.).  

For the probabilistic failure of the disruption, a 
consistent failure function was assumed for 
every point of the disruption once the fire was in 
close proximity. Fig. 1a shows a single 
simulation where the fire crosses the disruption 
at three random locations. Fig. 1b shows the 
percentage probability of a location being burnt 
from a 1000 member ensemble of such 
simulations. 

Based on this ensemble approach, we 
investigated deterministic approximations for 
the mean behavior of the model. This included 
models such as when the disruption fails all at 
once, the disruption fails at a set time after the 

fire becomes adjacent to it, and when the disruption only inhibits fire spread rate. We found that the latter 
two deterministic implementations tested offer the best representation for the simple scenario tested.  

This deterministic implementation offers a fast way of estimating the mean/median behavior of wildfire 
disruption crossing where ensemble modelling may not be possible. Future work will investigate different 
failure functions which can take into account parameters such as the type of the disruption, the local fire 
intensity and type of fuel.  
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a. Plan view of a single
wildfire simulation. Colour 

shows fire arrival time. 

b. Histogram of ensemble.
Colour shows percentage of 

simulations with that location 
being burnt. 

Fig. 1. Probabilistic implementation of disruption crossing. 
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Flame Scaling in Laboratory Fires Spreading with Wind and 
Slope 
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Missoula, MT 59808 USA 

ABSTRACT 

Wildfire spread strongly depends upon non-steady convective heat transfer to fuel particles by flame bursts 
that originate as buoyant instabilities in the flame zone. Previous studies with wind driven fires [1] have 
shown these bursts have characteristic frequencies and forward travel distances which scale with flame size 
(0.1-2.5 m) and wind speed (0.1  2.2 m s-1). New experiments were conducted on fires spreading upslope 
through laser-cut cardboard fuel beds at various angles on a tilting platform without wind.  We found that 
the data from slope-driven fires show flame intermittency and forward burst distances with similar scaling 
using the length and depth of the flames.  Static pressure measurements are also revealing of flame 
dynamics as well as a possible role in flame attachment on steep slopes. 
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Figure 1.  Top view of flame zone for fire spreading upslope.  
(A) dish-shaped parcels within the flame zone and location of
thermocouple rake that recorded temperature fluctuations
from forward flame bursts as the fire approached.
Temperature time series (B) shows flame intermittency
before ignition, (C) peak and trough structure as viewed
toward the advancing flame front.

Figure 3.  Scaling of flame intermittency for 
wind-driven fires reported in [1] and slope-
driven fires using the Strouhal-Froude relation 
(f= frequency (Hz), L= flame length (m), 
U=wind speed (m s-1), g=acceleration of 
gravity (9.81 m s-2), and D= flame zone depth 
(m) forward from trailing edge.
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Effect of Reduced Plume Entrainment on Burning Rate of 
Porous Fuel Beds 
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ABSTRACT  

Large outdoor fires often exhibit unexpected fire behavior, particularly compared to much smaller fires.  
Understanding the difference between large- and small-scale fires is of importance for both fire behavior 
predictions and safety.  Large fires are often characterized by very tall plumes that can extend to the 
tropopause.  These plumes may even include some degree of rotation as well.  One possible explanation for 
the change in burning behavior between large- and small-scale fires is the reduced entrainment of fresh air 
into the plume.  Particularly as the actively burning area increases, plumes in large-scale fires likely entrain 
relatively little and may act in a similar fashion to a chimney.  This chimney effect creates a region of low 
pressure above the fire, inducing higher airflow along the ground.  This creates a possible feedback 
mechanism where the increased ground airflow may then modify the burning behavior.  To explore the 
possible changes in burning rate due to the chimney effect, experiments were conducted with wood cribs 
burned with a chimney of variable height.  The steady state burning rate was determined by measuring the 
mass of the cribs using three load cells (see Fig. 1 below).  Fifteen crib designs were tested with a variety of 
chimney heights ranging from 0 to 3.7 m.  Each combination of crib design and chimney height was tested 
at least three times and the results were averaged.  Eleven of the fifteen crib designs had burning rates that 
monotonically increased with chimney height with increases as high as 190%.  The increase in flow 
through the fuel bed due to the chimney not only increases the equivalence ratio of the gas phase 
(particularly important for ventilation limited cribs), but also increases the char oxidation rate.  Four of the 
crib designs, however, had burning rates that first increased then decreased as the chimney height was 
increased.  The common factor with these cribs is their short height  all were 6.5 cm or less.  Because of 
their reduced height, more of the fuel was exposed to the air flow from the bottom, cooling the fuel bed, 
and visibly reducing the amount of fuel consumed.  If only the maximum increase in burning rate is 
considered, the normalized burning rate can be well correlated to the ratio of the fuel surface area to the 
crib porosity, as seen in Fig. 2 below. 
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Fig. 1. Crib with 1.2 m chimney Fig. 2. Max normalized burning rate regardless of chimney 
height as function of fuel surface area (As) and porosity (  
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Wildfire Flame and Plume Attachment on Slopes 
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Missoula, Montana 59808 
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ABSTRACT 

Rapid wildfire spread up slopes represents a serious hazard to firefighters because it can seem to occur 
suddenly and without apparent warning, even in marginal burning conditions.  Indeed, numerous fatalities 
have occurred around the world in which upslope fire spread was a factor.  For sufficiently steep slopes 
(approximately >20°), flames and the fire plume bend towards the uphill side and appear to attach to the 
surface.  Proximity of hot combustion gas to the unburned surface fuel enhances heating compared to a 
fire on flat ground, enabling rapid fire spread.  Attachment of flames and fire plume are due to a complex 
interplay between buoyancy and entrainment of ambient air.  A tilting table with an embedded gas burner 
was built to study that relationship, and visualize flows of combustion gas and entrainment air.  
Qualitative flow fields of the plume of the gas burner and table tilted to 0°, 10°, 20°, and 30° above 
horizontal are imaged using the retroreflective shadowgraph technique as a means to understand plume 
attachment and related behavior (Fig. 1). Temperature measurements at the slope surface show the extent 
of plume attachment and pressure measurements show a pressure deficit created by buoyancy forces from 
the hot plume.  Tilting of the plume in the uphill direction for all non-zero slopes is explained by an 
imbalance in the flow of air entrained into the plume (Fig. 2).  Reversal in direction of fluid flow uphill 
from the flame front is shown to occur when buoyancy forces overwhelmed entrainment flow momentum. 
Flame and plume attachment is explained as being caused by uphill flow of hot combustion gas driven by 
a combination of buoyancy and an uphill pressure gradient.   

CATEGORY: General poster 
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Fig. 1:  Shadowgrams of the fire plume on a slope.    Fig. 2: Components of buoyancy force. 
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ABSTRACT  

A fire broke out from a Chinese restaurant in Itoigawa-city, Niigata, Japan, around 10:20 am on December 
22nd 2016. One hundred forty seven structures were damaged by fire, with 120 of 147 destroyed.  An 
average wind speed on that day was around 9 m/s with gusts up to 27 m/s.  The fire was extinguished by 
4:30 pm on December 23rd 2016, more than 30 hours after the fire started.  Many firebrands were lofted and 
ignited 10 near-by structures [1]. This fire is considered the worst urban fire in Japan over the last 40 years. 

Firebrands are known to be an important mechanism in large outdoor fire spread, such as wildland-urban 
interface (WUI) fires and urban fires.  Post-fire disaster investigations show that firebrands are a cause of 
rapid fire spread [2-3].  Research on firebrands has focused on transport for many years, with only recent 
attention directed on understanding how firebrands may ignite structures [4].  Few studies have investigated 
firebrand generations from structures [5], and far more data is needed from actual fires.  To this end, 
characteristics of firebrands from the Niigata fire were investigated and compared with existing firebrand 
data. 

After the fire, firebrands were collected on the site and analyzed.  The size and mass of firebrands collected 
in this fire were compared with those generated from a firebrand generator that was designed to produce 
firebrand showers similar with burning structures [6].  The size and mass of firebrands in this fire were 
found to be similar to those generated from the firebrand generator under similar wind speeds. 
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ABSTRACT 

The expected losses of properties and life from wildfires depend on the attributes of a fire location that 
represents not only a distance between homes and fires, but also demographic and social characteristics. With 
higher risk of bearing substantial losses of property and life from wildfires, people living in the wildland-urban 
interface(WUI) may have a different preference for fire risk reduction programs with them in wildland. 
However, government has implemented identical fire risk mitigation policies for those two distinct areas in the 
Republic of Korea, which may result in the inefficiency of government fire management efforts. In this study, 
we investigate preferences and willingness-to-pay(WTP) for prevention programs to 
reduce wildfire risk in the WUI and wildlands are by using choice experiments. The objectives of this research 
are to: 1) estimate WTP values for wildfire risk reduction programs in the WUI and wildlands respectively and 

depends 
on the attributes of a fire location. To investigate WTP for programs that reduce the risks and economic losses 
from wildfires, we designed a choice experiment that allowed respondents to choose between wildfire mitigation 
programs that varied across four attributes: wildfire risk, economic loss, fire prevention policy, and policy cost. 
We test the hypothesis that preferences regarding the risk and losses related wildfire risk reduction programs are 
heterogeneous across fire locations. Five types of wildfire mitigation policies were included in experiment: 
installing CCTV, patrolling, limiting human access to forests for a fire season, limiting human activities 
vulnerable to fires for a fire season, and education. The cost of these policies varied from $3 to $15. A stratified 
random sample was drawn to evaluate potential differences in preferences for employing a fire prevention 
policy depending on where a fire occurs. The survey was implemented using an online survey, and 900 
interviews were completed. Results show that the location of a fire makes a significant difference in the amount 
of WTP for fire risk reduction program. While there exists a certain premium for reducing the risk of fires in the 
WUI relative to fires in wildland as expected, preferences for wildfire risk reduction programs are different 
depending on the location of fires.  
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ABSTRACT  

The time to spontaneous ignition by idealized firebrands was investigated experimentally in a bench scale 
apparatus. The equipment was designed to understand the relationship between the time to ignition and 
incident radiative heat flux for common Mediterranean forest fuel litter.  Time to ignition, mass loss, radial 
temperatures and incident radiative heat flux were measured. The fuel samples were Radiata Pine needles 
where the influence of the physical characteristics of the fuel load was modified. The firebrand was 
idealized by means of a cylindrical electric heater. The dimension of radiant heater was established in the 
range of common embers generated in real fires [1]. The heat flux released by the heater was calibrated 
obtaining around 30 kW/m2 incident on the forest fuel. For the fuel beds considered the inverse of ignition 
time was found to be linearly dependent on the incident radiative heat flux, typically observed in thermally 
thin solids fuels [2, 3]. Several tests and a dichotomy procedure [2] were carried out in order to estimate the 
critical (minimum) heat flux for spontaneous ignition, obtaining 10 kW/m2 in mean for the volume 
fractions analyzed. Additionally, a quasi-linear relationship between mass loss rate and incident radiative 
heat flux was experimentally determined.  

CATEGORY: Student poster (MSc. Student). 

KEYWORDS: firebrand, WUI, spontaneous ignition, forest fuel layer 

OPTIONAL DOCUMENT COMPONENTS 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental set-up. Fig. 2. Inverse of time to ignition. 
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Experimental Study of Heat and Moisture Migration of Peat Bed 
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Kampus UI Depok 16424, Indonesia 

ABSTRACT 
In Indonesia, wildland fire could occur even at damp and wet territory, wet peatland for example, especially 
during drought that can cause the wetland to evaporate and thus making it dry. In this research, the drying 
process phenomena are studied for predicting the heat and moisture migration of Indonesian peat. The 
mechanisms of heat and moisture migration in saturated Indonesian peat are established using conical 
heater that is placed above the peat bed. The effects of water content, material properties, and temperature 
are also discussed. 

CATEGORY: Student poster (Master Student) 

KEYWORDS: peat, drying process, moisture migration.  

INTRODUCTION 
The percentage of moisture content of the organic layers has been 
determined as the main affecting the smoldering fire of peat [1,2]. Prat 
et al. has been studied the effect of variated moisture content to the 
characteristics of peat fires [3]. However, the main cause of moisture 
loss is the drying process which is studied in this research. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Two sample types of peat for this research were taken in different 
location of Indonesia, namely South Sumatra and Papua. The peat 
drying experiments were conducted by using container of 0.1 x 0.1 x 
0.2 m3 as seen in Fig. 1. In order to measure the moisture value and 
temperature of peat, 7 Soil Moisture Sensor and 7 Thermocouples were 
placed along the container with the gap between the sensor 
approximately 25 mm. The conical heater was placed 0.5 m above the 
peat and applied until the top surface of peat bed reached 120±10 C. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The preliminary results showed that the moisture migration would 
happened in drying process of peat. Fig. 2 shows the migration of 
moisture of Papua peat in form of normalized moisture content in each 
measurement point. Each point of measurements (25, 50, 75, and 100 
mm) could reached 0-3 % of MC if the temperature measured 25 mm above it reached 120±10 C as a
function of distance in heat transfer law. The discussion would be explained in the full poster presentation.
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Fig. 1. Experimental Setup 

Fig. 2. Moisture Migration 
Distribution of Papua Peat 
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Ignition Times of Accidental Fires in Open Storages of Biomass 
and Similar Fuels

VASILY NOVOZHILOV
Centre for Environmental Safety and Risk Engineering/College of Engineering and Science
Victoria University
Werribee
VIC 3030, Australia

ABSTRACT

Accidental fires in open storages of biomass or similar fuels occur on regular basis [1]. An essential 
mechanism of initiation of such fires is autoignition, or thermal explosion. In these cases thermal explosion 
occurs at such time scales that the ambient temperature variations (daily or seasonal) become crucial. In the 
study [2] the author demonstrated that the ambient temperature oscillations may indeed be the cause of fires 
in storages of above referenced fuels. Critical conditions for the thermal explosion (in terms of amplitude 
and frequency of ambient temperature oscillations) were found. 

Of practical interest is the evaluation of respective ignition times (i.e. explosion induction periods). This 
research question is addressed in the present study. An appropriate definition of the induction time is 
discussed first. It is found that ignition time increases once parameters move away from the critical 
boundary. Quantitative estimations of ignition times as a function of controlling parameters are presented.

CATEGORY: General poster

KEYWORDS: autoignition biomass fuel fire hazard
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Combustion behavior of the lithium ion battery investigated 
using the modified cone calorimeter 
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ABSTRACT  

It is imperative to investigate the combustion behavior of lithium ion batteries for their widely application 
and risk of devastating fire accidents [1-3]. A combustion test of the commercial 18650 lithium ion 
batteries with different states of charge (SOC) was conducted using the modified cone calorimeter (normal 
cone calorimeter coupled with self-made electronic heater) as shown in Fig. 1. The opening time of safety 
valve, jetting time of flame, temperature and voltage variations, heat release rate and toxic gas generation 
rate were measured to reveal the effects of SOCs and heating powers. Fig. 2 presents the typical test results. 
The battery failure process can be summarized into the following stages: preheating, gas generation inside 
the battery, opening of the safety valve with a large quantity of gas release, stable gas flow, increasing of 
gas generation followed by sparks and jet flame, stable combustion, abatement and extinguishment. The 
flame looks like a lotus as shown in Fig. 3 and its maximum temperature can reach 787 °C. The voltage 
falls steeply at the opening time of safety valve and jetting time of flame but with a slightly recovery 
between these two events. The duration between the voltage first sharp drop and thermal runaway is 127-
409 s. This time interval can provide an early warning of the fire accidents. The heat generation, mass loss 
and CO generation ascend with the rising of SOC whereas the time to open the safety valve and thermal 
runaway is shortened (concentration of CO hasn't exceeded the safety value). The heat release rate and 
combustion heat can reach 132.08 kW/m2 and 17.24 kJ respectively. The fully charged cells ignite when 
the surface temperature reaches approximately 230-253 °C while the trigger temperature rises to 245-
270 °C for the half charged cells. When the heating power is 150 W, the heat transferred to half charged 
cells until thermal runaway is about 64.36±2.01 kJ; while the heat decreases to 63.11±0.88 kJ for 100% 
SOC batteries. When the heating power increases to 200 W, the heat transferred to the fully charged 
batteries increases to 70.32±2.71 kJ due to thermal lag.  

CATEGORY: Student poster (Master Student). 

KEYWORDS: Lithium ion battery safety, combustion behavior, thermal runaway.  
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Fig. 3. Lotus-like flame Fig. 2. Typical test results
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Fig. 1. Schematic of experimental setup 
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Accidental release of CNG from passenger vehicles 
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ABSTRACT 

With an increasing number of CNG passenger vehicles worldwide the safety aspects of carrying the CNG pressure vessels on 
board vehicles present a major concern. Many possible risk scenarios can be established based on the type of the CNG leak [1]. 
The motivation for this work is to find the proper boundary conditions to be used in CFD modelling for performance based design 
purposes and evaluation of the risk for CNG vehicles accident responding units.  

The presented study focused on the behavior of the gas jet created in the vicinity of the orifice and the vehicle when the 
temperature triggered pressure relief device (PRD) mounted on the pressure vessel is activated in case of fire. The leakage through 
the PRD orifice (6 openings each 3 mm in diameter) was studied both experimentally and numerically. Pressure inside the 48.5 l 
vessel and its mass as a function of time after PRD activation were measured for the initial pressure of 3, 5, 10, 15 and 20 MPa 
with air as a working gas. It was experimentally found [2] that the discharge coefficient of air and methane are very similar. 
Measured mass loss rate was found to reasonably correlate with the mass loss rate calculation model [3] based on the polytrope 
model [4] using the Saint-Venant-Wantzel formula to calculate an outflow velocity of gas stream through small orifice.  

The created gas jet is supersonic. That was captured experimentally by the high speed video camera and consequently predicted 
by the CFD simulation (Ansys CFX solver). However two conducted full scale CNG vehicle burn tests showed a cloud fire was 
created after PRD activation. Intensive burning coming under the back part of the car was observed independent of the fire origin 
and fire development. No jet fire was observed. CFD simulation of the jet expansion in the presence of the obstacles showed that 
the gas jet is immediately disrupted by the surrounding vehicle body parts.  
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ABSTRACT 

Gas explosion can lead to very serious property destruction and life loss. In order to prevent/reduce such 
explosion accidents, minimize the consequences, a good understanding of gas explosion mechanism is 
essential. Unlike the usual fires, gas explosion involves very rapid premixed flame propagation in 
deflagration mode and/or detonation mode. In gas explosion, typical flame propagation speed relative to the 
unburnt gas can be up to 1000 m/s or even more. The fast flame propagation usually causes very quick 
pressure increase which can bring serious damage. The very rapid physical and chemical processes in gas 
explosion present big challenges to experimental measurement. The measurement devices must be very 
resistant to such a harsh condition and also have very fast response. CFD simulation is a powerful and 
suitable tool for study of gas explosion. It has many advantages in economics and efficiency, etc. 

This study presents a large eddy simulation of a vented gas explosion in a chamber. In large eddy 
simulation, the sub-grid scale turbulence model can have better applicability than the turbulence model in 
RANS (Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes). Large eddy simulation can also provide better transient 
resolution of the very rapid process in gas explosion. The simulation was made using the software Simtec 
[1]. In the simulation, the compressible Navier Stokes equations are solved within large eddy simulation 
scope, together with comprehensive modeling of premixed turbulent combustion and thermal radiation, etc. 
In the turbulent combustion modeling, the chemical kinetics and the interaction between chemistry and 
turbulence were both considered, together with three steps global reaction mechanism. 

A cubic explosion chamber with side length of 0.65 m was filled with stoichiometric methane air mixture 
which was ignited at chamber center. On one side of the chamber, a square hole of 0.2 m× 0.2 m was 
initially covered with a membrane which can be destructed at pressure of 0.23 bar. More information about 
the explosion experiment can be found  in [2], which also includes a RANS study with one step chemistry. 

Figure 1 gives an instantaneous temperature plot at 0.021 s after membrane is broken. Figure 2 presents the 
pressure development in the chamber, showing good agreement between simulation and experiment. The 
experimental pressure development during the early ignition stage is difficult to capture. In the experiment, 
the ignition was made using an electrical pyrotechnical match which is difficult to simulate. 

Fig. 1. An instantaneous temperature plot           Fig. 2 Pressure development inside chamber 
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Paint Applied to On-Board Hydrogen Storage Tank 
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ABSTRACT  

On-board hydrogen storage carbon-fiber reinforced composite tank with plastic liner (type 4 tank) can only 
withstand a fire up to about 6-12 minutes before a catastrophic failure. Since catastrophic failure results in a 
tank explosion with blast wave and fire ball, sufficient time for an evacuation must be provided by 
increasing fire resistance rating (FRR) of these tanks. The straightforward solution to increase FRR is to 
provide thermal protection to the tank in the event of a fire. One promising method, which has been 
investigated by author, is to apply a fire retardant intumescent coating on the surface of the carbon-fiber 
reinforced composite tank with a view to providing the necessary thermal resistance.  

A 1-D numerical model is introduced for the prediction of heat and mass transfer through an intumescent 
paint that is applied to an on-board high-pressure GH2 storage tank. The intumescent paint is treated as a 
composite system, consisting of three general components, decomposing in accordance with independent 
finite reaction rates. A moving mesh, that is employed for a better prediction of the expansion process of 
the intumescent paint, is based on the local changes of heat and mass. 

Numerical simulations demonstrated that a significant improvement of thermal resistance of a composite 
tank may be achieved by application of intumescent paint. Intumescent paint protection with thicknesses 
10.0, 13.5 and 16.5 mm was simulated and result in 49, 70 and 91 minutes of fire resistance rating when the 
glass transition temperature of the resin in the CFRP is chosen as a characteristic temperature 
corresponding to the local loss of load bearing ability criterion. This is increase of 7, 10 and 13 times 
compare to fire resistance rating of the same but bare tank without intumescent paint protection. 
Conclusion is drawn that thermal protection could be an effective and viable way to increase fire resistance 
in order for decreasing hazards associated with high-pressure on-board hydrogen storage. 
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ABSTRACT 

When charging most of the industrial batteries, as a result of water electrolysis, hydrogen gas is 
emitted. In battery rooms, especially in relatively small enclosures with a large number of batteries, in the 
absence of an adequate ventilation system, hydrogen concentration can reach the explosive limits.  

This study describes full scale tests, which demonstrate conditions that can occur in a battery 
room. Measurements have been carried out in a small battery room (3.3 m x 6.4 m, at a height of 4.2 m). 
The test stand was designed and manufactured in the four points of the measurement, located in different 
heights of the room. Fig. 1 presents measurement layout during the research work. Hydrogen was fed from 
a cylinder and supplied to the room through the box imitating battery.  

Fig.1. Photo and cross-section of the measurement layout for hydrogen propagation  

On  the tests basis,  the characteristics of dispersion of hydrogen in the battery room were obtained and 
used for validation of CFD model Fire Dynamic Simulator (NIST). It was confirmed that FDS can properly 
simulate hydrogen dispersion so the code was used for confirmation that different ventilation systems 
provide battery rooms with varying effectiveness of hydrogen removal, what was the main goal of the 
work. The five different ventilation systems were taken into account: 

1. Mechanical ventilation with extraction point in the ceiling of the room;
2. Natural ventilation with extraction point in the ceiling of the room;
3. Natural ventilation with extraction point in the wall of the room;
4. Mechanical ventilation with extraction point in short hoods;
5. Mechanical ventilation with extraction point in long hoods.

The simulations results shown that each ventilation system gives a differing effectiveness of hydrogen 
removal. However, all of them provide a sufficient enough safety level, which keeps the hydrogen 
concentration below 20% of lower explosive limit (LEL). The most effective turned out to be the natural 
ventilation system with an exhaust opening in the ceiling of the battery room. Very good results were also 
obtained with the hood system, but in this solution a sufficient enough length of hood is required. Too short 
a hood can cause leakage of hydrogen into a non-ventilated enclosure which can cause hazardous 
concentrations inside. What is very interesting is that the mechanical exhaust system appeared to be less 
effective than the natural one. 

Conclusions received from the tests and simulations were used for formulation of the Polish guidelines 
of the ventilation systems for the industrial battery rooms. 
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Uncertainty associated with sampling, testing and modelling 
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ABSTRACT 

Accidental dust explosions pose a threat to people and property in industries that produce, process, handle 
or transport combustible dusts. Risk assessments for systems where dust explosions represent a significant 
hazard entail the estimation of the potential consequences of a representative selection of accident 
scenarios, as well as the associated expectation values for the corresponding event frequencies. The 
preferred strategy for achieving satisfactory levels of safety in industrial facilities is to implement measures 
that prevent accidents from happening. However, this approach is not feasible for all systems, and it is 
often necessary to implement mitigating measures such as explosion venting, suppression or isolation. 
There is significant uncertainty associated with probability estimates, partly due to the inherent complexity 
of industrial systems for powder handling, and partly because of a general lack of relevant and consistent 
historical data. A key aspect related to risk management for dust explosions is risk awareness  
management and employees should understand and acknowledge the potential consequences of accidental 
explosions. Reliable consequence assessments are also essential for safe and optimal design of industrial 
facilities. To this end, the primary objective of the work presented here is to analyse the inherent 
uncertainty and limitations associated with the quantitative assessment of the potential damage accidental 
dust explosions may cause in industrial facilities. 

Accidental dust explosions are inherently complex phenomena, involving transient, turbulent particle-laden 
flow with chemical reactions, in complex geometries. Flame propagation in dust clouds entails turbulent 
pre-mixed combustion with non-premixed substructures, and the rate of reaction depends on parameters 
such as the chemical composition of the fuel particles, the turbulent flow conditions, the particle size 
distribution, etc. Hence, it is necessary to utilize design parameters determined in standardized laboratory-
scale experiments in the design of explosion protection systems. This approach introduces three significant 
sources of uncertainty, all of which, separately or combined, represent significant challenges for the 
industry and the international research community: sampling, testing and scaling. Figure 1 illustrates the 
overall process. 

Figure 1: General flow diagram of consequence assessments for dust explosions. 

The methodology adopted for analysing the propagation of uncertainty in the system entails the use of the 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tool FLACS-DustEx. The system selected as test case for the 
methodology was a vented silo of volume 236 m3, which allows for comparison between simulation results 
with experimental data. By systematically varying selected input parameters, within ranges that are 
consistent with published data for the standardized explosion vessels, the CFD simulations provide insight 
into the level of accuracy that engineers can achieve when modelling accidental dust explosions in industry. 
The discussion outlines prospects for further development of methods for sampling and testing, as well as 
for improving simulation tools for industrial dust explosions. 
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ABSTRACT 

Buildings are designed in such a way to allow occupants to evacuate safely in the event of a fire or under 
other circumstances. To be able to design buildings in this way, it is of interest to be able to predict the 
movement of the occupants. This prediction is an essential part of a performance-based fire safety analysis 
[1]. An evacuee is assumed to be safe if the required safe egress time (RSET) is shorter than the available 
safe egress time (ASET). RSET can be divided into a series of different stages; fire detection, occupant 
notification, pre-evacuation and finally movement to safety. In order to calculate the movement time, it is 
essential to know at what speed occupants typically move when using different escape route paths.  

Extensive studies have been carried out in order to document the movement of occupants in different 
connections, such as corridors, stairways and door openings. However, fewer studies have been conducted 
regarding movement in spiral stairways, and there are no existing equations that can be used to calculate 
movement speed or population flow in them. This poses a significant problem in a performance-based fire 
safety analysis if a spiral stairway is included as an evacuation route, and according to previous studies, 
data from straight stairways cannot be applied to spiral stairways since the movement pattern is 
significantly different in spiral stairways [2]. 

This poster describes a series of experiments down three sets of spiral stairs carried out at the University of 
Canterbury each with different heights, stair tread dimensions and newel diameters. In each experiment 
flow and speed measurements were made using 25 male and female participants aged between 18 and 77. 
Participants were instructed to move at their normal walking speed as far as practical but were also 
constrained by the effects of the other participants in the group. Measurements from the experiments were 
used to compare the results from work by e.g. Frantzich [2] and Larusdottir & Dederichs [3] and then to 
derive equations for movement speed and population flow down spiral staircases. The form of the derived 
equations is similar to existing ones for straight staircases [1] with appropriate adjustments to the 
parameters for the particular characteristics of spiral staircases. Further details of this work are described by 
Gustafsson [4]. 
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ABSTRACT 

When a fire alarm sounds, people do not tend to evacuate immediately. The information and 
impressions that emerge must be interpreted and evaluated before any further actions will be 
executed. After one has been aware of the fire, other actions such as gathering personal 
belongings, inform and warn others, fight the fire are done before heading to safety [1]. The 
time for pre-movement activities is a large part of the total evacuation time and therefore 
important to quantify in order to perform proper egress calculations. 

In previous reports and studies, pre-movement times are often presented as mean values and in 
the best case, standard error or variance are presented. When performance-based design of 
buildings are used, many fire codes suggests this type of estimations of the pre-movement time. 
However, probabilistic estimations of the evacuation process can be more similar to reality if 
probability distributions are used as input instead of mean values. Only a few studies have been 
conducted on the subject of probability distributions of pre-movement time [2-4]. Since pre-
movement times varies depending on the occupancy of the building, a more thorough 
compilation of pre-movement times in different kinds of buildings is needed. 

Recorded evacuation drills from 40 different experiments provided by the Department of Fire 
Safety Engineering at Lund University have been investigated in this study [5], resulting in 2486 
observed pre-movement times. The experiments cover a variety of building types and activities 
such as cinemas, department stores, nightclubs, classrooms, office and restaurants. All 
experiments have been unannounced. Both recognition and response time, as well as total pre-
movement time, have been determined. Based on the obtained values, distributions of pre-
movement times have been fitted. 
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ABSTRACT

Prediction of high-density flow in which evacuees cannot walk in their desire velocity is one of the most 
important purposes of evacuation simulation for fire safety design. To develop more precise evacuation 
model, we grasped characteristics of high-density evacuation flow of five density patterns (Average density 
is from 1.28 to 3.42 persons/m2) with maximum 96 test persons (Fig.1(a)). To acquire ideal high-density 
flow without effect of neck and merge, we constructed experimental loop path and reproduced almost 
constant density in all the path and endless flow. We measured precise and finite data of time-dependent 
change of position and velocity of evacuees using video image processing. Major results are as follows;

1) We analyzed the time-dependent change of position of evacuees by space-time diagrams (Fig.1(b)). In
the low-density case of 1.28 and 1.71 persons/m2, pedestrians in the whole path walk in almost same
velocity. But in the case of 2.35 persons/m2, undulation of velocity is observed. In this case, average
distance between forward pedestrian is 0.72m. And in the higher density case of 2.78 and 3.42 persons/m2,
undulation of velocity get strong and many evacuees almost stopped. This means in high-density condition,
all evacuees do not walk in same low-velocity, but some local low-density areas are generated and
evacuation flow is generated in those low-density areas by stop-and-go walking [1].

2) We plotted the relation between distance to the forward evacuees d (m) and velocity v (m/s) of all
pedestrians of every position frame (number of data is about 845,000) on the two-dimensional histogram
(Fig.2). d-v plots are widely distributed, this means one distance or density do not always give a unique
velocity. But peak of the distribution is shown in almost liner at the range of 0.5<d<1.1 (almost the same to
the experimental density range of 1.28< <3.42). In this range, velocity is described as v=1.274d-0.589.
Suppose distribution of evacuees are homogeneous, flow rate F (persons/s) becomes F=-0.589/d+1.27, in
density terms, F=-0.353 +1.27. This means flow rate linearly decrease with an increase in density.
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During the simulation, it was seen that the 
shortest evacuation time was achieved with a 
staff-to-child ratio of 1:1.875 for age group 0-2 
years (figure) and age group 3-6 years. When the 
assistance level was reduced to three or five 
children per adult, the evacuation time increased 
for the 3 6 age group. The increase in evacuation 
time was more pronounced in the 0 2 age group 
because once the assistance ratio went above two 
children per adult; the adults could not carry all 
the children at the same time. Hence, the adults 
were simulated to return to collect the remaining 
children.  

It was found that staff-to-child ratio has a direct effect on evacuation time, with a minimum at 1.875. It was 
also found that the distribution of children on the floor and stairs of the day-care centre affects evacuation 
time.  
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ABSTRACT 

The current work deals with the characterisation of the evacuation of children from day-care centres. The 
lead question of the study is how different levels of assistance given to children affect the evacuation time 
[1 3].  
The method for the work is simulations with STEPS. The tool was used to simulate the evacuation of day-
care centres. The populations were separated into two age groups: 0  2 years and 3 6 years. The different 
assistance level varied from a staff-to-child ratio of 1:1 to 1:5 used for the simulation study. The input data, 
such as velocities, and the geometry was taken from experiments [4]. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the field of fire safety and evacuation dynamics, a growing focus on occupancies involving persons with 
limited self-preservation capabilities can be observed in recent decades [1, 2]. One vulnerable population 
group in which additional evacuation assistance may be required is children under the age of 6. Due to their 
limited decision-making ability and self-rescue activities, the evacuation process in institutional centres for 
pre-school children, such day-care centres, is controlled by responsible staff members [3]. In this context, 
the number of present adults taking charge of evacuation organization may be a crucial factor influencing 
evacuation procedures. In addition to the psychological and pedagogic aspects [4, 5], a small number of 
studies have addressed the aspect of staff-to-child ratios specifically with respect to fire safety [6].   

The current study aims to provide a better understanding of how the safety aspect of staff-to-child ratios 
influences the evacuation process in day-care centres. The poster presents an experimental study based on 
data gathered during evacuation drills with varying staff-to-child ratios carried out in five day-care centres 
for children under the age of 6 in Denmark. In this project, seven groups of children ranging from 0.5 to 3 
years old (toddlers) and 12 groups of children between the ages of 3 and 6 (pre-schoolers) participated two 
to four times in repeated evacuation drills with different staff-to-child ratios (22 runs for groups with 
toddlers and 37 runs for groups of pre-schoolers). All experiments were video-recorded, and consequent 
analyses of the obtained footages were executed to investigate the evacuation procedure, behaviours of the 
children and staff members, pre-evacuation times, movement times and total evacuation times. The results 
show that the number of staff members in the day-care centres and their actions have a significant impact 
on the evacuation process, especially in groups of younger children (toddlers) and on organization form in 
groups of pre-schoolers. Furthermore, active training considerably influenced the pre-evacuation times for 
children between the ages of 3 and 6.  
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ABSTRACT 

We conducted a survey on total evacuation of 
a high-rise office building in a drill in October, 
2015. The surveyed building has 25-story and 
is ordinary occupied by around 6,000 workers. 
It has two emergency stairs, but one was used 
for the drill. The total number of participants 
in this drill was 1,629 people. And, there were 
great variability of the numbers among floors. 

In this survey, we observed the evacuee’s 
movement on every landing with an escape 
door of each floor by video camera recording, 
and obtained the numbers of people who 
passed through the three specified boundaries 
on the landing of every floor by counting them 
every one second; which were them between 
the vestibule and the landing, the treads of 
stairs from upstairs and the landing, and the 
landing and the treads of stairs to  

 lower level. We made the graphs of the flow 
rate [people/s] on each boundary and the 
numbers of people who were on each landing 
and who were on each two flights of stairs 
between floors. 

Through the above-mentioned analyses on the flow rates and the numbers in the staircase, we developed 
the mathematical model for simulating the evacuation flow in the staircase by obtaining some setting values 
of parameters as shown in Fig.1. And we compared the evacuation flow rates on the stairs and the numbers 
on the two flights of stairs between the survey data and calculation results. The mathematical model could 
averagely reproduce the similar evacuation flow rates to the survey data. On the other hand, it couldn’t do 
the numbers on the stairs with high accuracy in the time after the congestion was eliminated and on the 
situation where the evacuees in the back of the congestion waited on stairs. 
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Fig.1. Diagram of mathematical model for evacuation 
flow on stairs. 
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  Fig. 1. Diagram of optimal scenario. 
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  Fig. 2. The simulation result of evacuation 
from representative floors

OFFICE BUILDING USING A SIMULATION ON EVACUATION 
FLOW ON STAIRS TO FIND AN OPTIMIZED SCENARIO BASED 
ON A PHASED EVACUATION 

FUQIU WANG, and MASAYUKI MIZUNO 
Graduate School of Global Fire Science and Technology 
Tokyo University of Science 
1-3 Kagurazaka, Shinjuku, Tokyo, 162-0825 Japan

ABSTRACT 

 In a case where a fire happens and develops in high-rise buildings, occupants may have to go out there as 
soon as possible to avoid fire hazard such as smoke inhalation. But, the evacuation flow capacity on stairs 
is limited by their total widths, so it takes so long time for the last person to evacuate the building. And, if 
the occupants start to evacuate most floors simultaneously, it shall cause a seriously congested situation in 
staircases and evacuees on upper floors have to stand to wait for evacuation from lower floors in the stairs 
or corridor for so long minutes. It is well known to adopt a phased evacuation in order to control the 
congested situation. In this study, we examine the congestion situation in staircase on each floor using the 
simulation of the mathematical model on evacuation flow on stairs and try to find an optimized scenario 
based on a phased evacuation through a case study. In this case study, a 25-story office building was 
adopted as a typical high-rise office building, which had two staircases for total evacuation and each floor 
was occupied by 200 office workers. We suggested 5-step phased evacuation as an optimized scenario of 
the total building evacuation for this study object and explain how we found out it. 

 Firstly, we assumed a fire happened on the 4th floor and we set the maximum occupant flow rate on stairs 
was 1.1p/s.  

Then, in our case study, we decide the congestion situation had to be happen when the occupant flow rate 
went down less than 0.2p/s. So, in the simulation of the 
mathematical model, we can clearly identify occupants 
waiting time in congestion situation. As is well known, the 
most dangerous floors should evacuate first, so that we set 
them was Phase .  

Next, smoke may enter into EV shafts or any vertical shafts 
via building inside leaks, then reach to top floors in the early 
stage of fire developments, so we should add the highest 3 
floors into Phase . Also, we found the condition where the 
congestion situation just can be allowed less than 5 minutes in 
staircases and less than 8 minutes in vestibules and corridors 
from the questionnaire. In fact, we should simplify the way of 
broadcasting from Fire-Centre as much as possible. Above 
all, we added the 2nd floor and 10th floor into Phase . As the 
results, the diagram of optimal scenario shown in Fig.1, and 
the simulation result of evacuation representative floors 
shown in Fig.2. 
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Use of omnidirectional treadmill in virtual reality evacuation experiments 

SILVIA ARIAS, DANIEL NILSSON, ENRICO RONCHI, and JONATHAN WAHLQVIST 
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221-00 Lund

ABSTRACT 

Virtual reality (VR) is a relatively novel approach to evacuation research. It consists of a 

computer generated 3D environment, in which physical presence can be simulated with the use 

of special equipment [1]. The environment may be existing or fictitious, and the equipment 

allows the user to interact with it. In addition to vision, sensory stimuli such as sound and 

smell can complement the experience. 

While there are several types of VR equipment that can be used, this poster refers only to the 

head mounted display that renders stereoscopic vision (see Fig. 1). Hand controllers allow the 

user to interact with virtual objects by grabbing, moving, throwing, etc. However, simulating 

realistic walking in the virtual environment is a challenge. Constraints imposed by the length 

of the headset cables and the small physical environment of the lab relative to the virtual one 

prevent the user from moving freely. In addition, it is potentially hazardous for the user to 

walk around without being able to see obstacles or the limits the physical environment. The 

movement challenge has had two possible solutions: limiting the size of the virtual 

environment to the free space available in the real environment (which may require wireless 

equipment), or virtual movement by pushing buttons on the hand controllers. 

The Division of Fire Safety Engineering at Lund University is working on implementing a new technology to solve the movement 

challenge in VR evacuation research: an omnidirectional treadmill. The treadmill allows the user to move in any direction and 

“walk” in the virtual environment without changing physical location. It consists of a slippery surface on which the user can move 

almost as if they were walking. The user moves in the virtual environment at their preferred walking speed on the treadmill. 

Walking on the treadmill is not like natural human walking. It requires the user to tilt slightly forward to displace their center of 

mass causing the feet to slide backwards due to the low friction of the surface. A ring and a sturdy harness prevent the user from 

falling. However the harness still allows the user to turn 360. The ring and the harness can also move vertically with the user. In 

the case of a scenario with a smoke layer under the ceiling, this feature allows the user to bend down and duck while walking. 

An ongoing project about evacuation in residential fires will be the first in which this technology will be tested. Currently, the VR 

scenario is in a pilot testing stage. The testing consists of a number of volunteers trying the device and detailing their experience. 

A summary of their feedback includes them reporting deep immersion by being able to move freely. Some testers reported 

dizziness or discomfort. It was not possible yet to determine if this was due to the movement or the VR experience per se, since 

these responses are also expected by some VR users in general. Many pointed out that some training is needed to get used to the 

treadmill before starting the experiment. The equipment has limitations linked to maximum height and weight of the user, or 

certain ability to climb into the harness. This may affect the usability of the equipment by elderly participants. It has not yet been 

tested by children. 

This technology is a novelty in VR evacuation experiments. The high immersion level achieved by the translation of body 

movement into the virtual world seems to improve the realism of the VR experience. 
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omnidirectional treadmill 
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Walking speed data of Elementary School children – A 
comparison of different collecting techniques aiming at a 
proposal of a new method 

ROSARIA ONO and MARCOS VARGAS VALENTIN
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ABSTRACT 

There has been a considerable effort, in the last decade, for collecting walking speed data of children in 

order to support the prediction of fire evacuation movements that involve this specific population. Children 

is one of the population classified as vulnerable in case of fire for several reasons. However, few data is 

available concerning their walking speed in corridors and stairs, or their behavior in case of fire and during 

an evacuation movement.  Some studies have presented the time for evacuation in schools as well as the 

walking speed in fire drills [1, 2, 3]. However, the techniques adopted for collecting the walking speed data 

are not always clearly presented and the presence of different collecting techniques was observed in the 

literature [4, 5, 6]. This poster aims at presenting the results related to a comparative analysis of different 

techniques for collecting data in the field and defining final walking speed data. It was found that there can 

be significant differences on the final results, due to several assumptions made about the effective travel 

route on stairs and landings [6, 7, 8], as well as the way the travel times were taken along the evacuation 

path. It was also detected the influence of the position of cameras to the measurement of travel times, as 

well as the points set for taking those measurements. In this study, a comparison was made using the data 

collected recently in a fire drill in order to get walking speeds in stairs, adopting those different 

assumptions and methods of calculation.  
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Flame height estimation through image processing: A step 
towards development of novel flame height sensor for field 
studies 
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1Pakistan Institute of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Pakistan 
2National Physical and Standard Laboratory, Pakistan 
3Linnaeus University, Sweden 
4Lund University, Sweden 

ABSTRACT  

Flame height is one of the indexes to characterize the intensity of a fire event. A correct estimation of flame 
height can help fire rescuers in making critical decisions and reliable valuation of the needed efforts to take 
control over it. The poster explains how research is made to compute an average flame height under real 
fire scenario by applying image processing technique on the images obtained by a remote imager (camera). 
The image processing techniques presented in this study, with some refinements, can lead to the 
development of a novel flame height detector to be utilized by fire operators/technicians to effectively 
control the fire. 

The technique was first tested on the images obtained from rendering the video films of numerical 

possibility of its extended application on an actual fire incident. Due to pulsating nature of fire, a series of 
image-frames in the captured fire video were processed to make a reliable estimation of flame height. The 
contours of O2 concentration were selected for image processing as it can clearly reflect the demarcations 
of flame zone. The images were rendered at the rate of 1 frame/sec and were monochromed to black and 
white with intermediate gray levels. A computational algorithm was developed using the Mathematica 
software and each video frame image was broken into seg Starting from the 
bottom of the image, e

l
threshold value was considered as flame tip and thus provides the flame height. A criterion of average 
flame height was defined as the point at which flame persists for at least 95% of the time and the criterion 
was supplied to computer algorithm to process the Flame Height vs Frame No (representing time) data. The 
flame height in pixel units was then converted to real height units through calibration of reference object or 
length scale in the image. In the next step the technique will be tested over experimental data and 
comparison with empirical correlations will also be made.  

The technique proved to make an accurate estimation of flame height for ordinary turbulent flames. 
However, limited success was achieved for flames involving high circulation strength as these flames not 
only involve rotational motion along the vertical axis as well as variation in tilt angle. This study helped in 
establishing the road-map for the improvements to be made in the computer algorithm to accurately capture 
the flame height for flames having high circulation strength. 

CATEGORY: General poster  

KEYWORDS: flame height, fire safety, image processing, remote imaging  
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ABSTRACT 

Polymer foam encapsulants provide mechanical, electrical, and thermal isolation in engineered systems. 
When heated, foams thermally decompose and create gaseous products. In fire environments, a sealed 
container filled with foam will pressurize and may result in mechanical failure. Accurately modeling 
organic materials in fire environments is therefore crucial for system safety analyses, but it is challenging 
due to complex physics (liquefaction, flow, decomposition chemistry, complex heat transfer), uncertain 
material properties, and relatively low decomposition temperatures. A 3-D finite element model including 
conservation equations and models for porous flow, thermal decomposition, and vapor-liquid equilibrium 
(VLE), was developed to simulate the physics of the problem. This is an update to previous models [1], and 
specifically, a first step towards simulating liquid phase flow. 

Model specifics are determined by solving the continuity, species, and enthalpy equations in the condensed 
and gas phases. The ideal gas equation of state is used to relate pressure and density. In the condensed 
phase, the species and enthalpy conservation equations are solved, and the two phases are coupled through 
source terms in the species equations and a volumetric heat transfer term in the enthalpy equations. For the 
temperatures and pressures in question (up to 800 K and 8 MPa), the mid- and high-molecular weight 
decomposition products can exist in both the gas and liquid phases. In previous models, all of the (non-
char) decomposition products have been assigned to the gas phase, with uncertainty added to account for 
model form error [2]. In this work, a VLE model for the decomposition products has been implemented. 
The model uses Henry’s Law or Raoult’s law to calculate the vapor/liquid split. Early results have shown 
better qualitative agreement with experimental data versus the previous ‘all gas phase’ model. This work 
will also explore how changes in the properties (e.g. Antoine coefficients, Henry’s constant, specific heat, 
conductivity, density) of the decomposition products affect the temperature and pressure predictions.
Simulation results will be presented alongside experimental data. Details of the experimental data used for 
validation are as follows: a stainless steel cylindrical container filled with polymeric methylenediphenyl 
diisocyanate (PMDI) polyurethane foam along with an embedded metal object, heated at one end. This 
experiment is performed in two orientations. In the upright orientation, the heat source is above the 
decomposing foam; in the inverted, the heat source is below [3].
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ABSTRACT 

It is well known that the fatality rate of home fires varies from age group to age group and that its 
distribution gradually changes. However, until now, the factors influencing this change have not been 
elucidated; therefore, it was not possible to rationally judge whether the risk of death due to home fires was 
decreasing for society as a whole. The interpretation of this change is complicated by the intertwining of 
changes in social situations, the characteristics of simultaneous birth groups, and the like. The purpose of 
this research is to clarify the factors contributing to the change in this fatality rate using the cohort analysis 
method, to predict the death toll in the future, and to propose measures as well as indicators for evaluation.  

The numbers of deaths by age group for each year to be used for the analysis were calculated from 
individual data concerning all home fire deaths in Japan. The size of the population was taken from annual 
estimates calculated by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications. The analysis period 
encompasses 35 years from 1981 to 2015. The Bayesian cohort analysis method [1] was used to separate 
the change in mortality into three effects, i.e., age, period, and birth-year cohort. 

Under this method, the age effect was lowest in the late teens. After this point, the age effect increased with 
age, and this effect accounted for most of the differences in total fatality rate by age group. The period 
effect gradually decreased until 2006 and fell sharply after that point. This is likely because mandatory 
installation of smoke alarms for houses began in 2006. Furthermore, it can be seen that the risk of death 
from home fires for society as a whole has decreased remarkably. The cohort effect is low for those born in 
the 1920s and high for those born in the 1950s. For the generation born after the 1990s, this cohort effect 
has sharply declined. In addition, analyses of other main causes of fire have been conducted on the basis of 
gender and their characteristic results were obtained.  
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Fig. 1. Period effect (left), age effect (middle), and cohort effect (right) on home fire fatality rate 
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ABSTRACT 

An initial attack system that integrates a variety of fire information has been widely developed driven by 
information technology. Massive spatial fire data have been incorporated into existing fire information systems, 
where such in-situ data and information system triggers new needs for active or real-time uses of them for 
numerical modeling or more advanced post-processing as a next step. Based on such new needs, this study 
attempts to develop software called FireDispatch that dynamically integrates spatial numerical modeling with 
in-situ data based on data searching technique using fire web-service built by the Korea Forest Service. 
Conventionally, we obtained a given period of dataset by direct access to the database. However, newly adapted 
fire web-service was built by utilizing existing real-time fire data, which are dynamically connected with an 
initial-attack firefighting resource dispatch model. Thus, the newly developed FireDispatch is very intuitive for 
users because of user-friendly GUI and facilitate modeling processes by automatically connecting real-time fire 
risk database and a spatial numerical model. The integrated simulation and optimization model help fire 
managers to make a decision for minimizing the expected number of fires that do not receive an initial-attack 
response  defined as the number of resources by type that must arrive at the fire within 30 minutes  subject to 
the availability of firefighting resources. The FireDispatch incorporates both the web service and the spatial 
optimization model, which thus enables to make dynamic data pre-processing adjusted for the numerical model, 
and automatically operate the optimization model to finally provide the required number of firefighting 
resources in a fire place for a successful initial attack.   
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ABSTRACT

Performance-based fire safety design has been around for decades in countries such as New Zeeland, 
Norway, Sweden and UK. Its predecessor and main contender, prescriptive regulations, often still exist
within or parallel to performance-based regulatory systems as an alternative simpler way of meeting fire 
safety objectives. Experience of regulatory regimes shows several challenges that need to be adhered and 
addressed. This abstract is based on an ongoing PhD research project and outlines these challenges with 
regards to the connection and interaction between societal expectations, building regulations and 
compliance of these, and fire safety outcomes (see Figure 1).

These challenges include risks of not meeting societal expectations, lack of evidence-based policy making, 
lack of regulatory compliance, failure to meet outcome objectives, and insufficient feedback routines.

Figure 1 Overview of the regulatory regime, its shapers and outcomes.

There are several potential shapers of building regulations and other elements in the regulatory regime [1].
It is challenging to ensure that public interest is balanced with regards to interest of corporate and other 
groups. Influence of the latter groups, so called regulatory capture [2], is a known problem in policy 
making. Prescriptive regulations have historically been developed based on occurred events where public 
opinion is expressed more clearly rather than the proactive approach that is more often used in the 
performance-based design context.

Innovation and societal development challenges traditional fire safety concepts and thus performance-based 
design may be a necessity. However, introduction of new fire safety strategies and technologies is 
challenging as data and methods may be insufficient to provide the evidence needed in fire safety policy 
making. Given the pressure of the aforementioned regulatory shapers and need to reflect societal 
expectations evidence-based policy making is critical. 

In a performance-based regulatory setting there is a natural uncertainty regarding what the acceptable level 
of safety is and how it may be may be fulfilled. Besides technical difficulties there are also political 
challenges [3]. As fire safety objectives may be met in a number of ways it is also more onerous to review 
the design. Another factor is that, in more complex buildings, the resulting fire safety design may be more 
sensitive and complicated. This means that compliance may be at risk first in design, then in the 
commencing construction process, and then risks of not accomplishing the intended objectives in the 
operational phase of the building’s life cycle.

In the end, there is a risk of ensuring that the desired fire safety outcomes are met, i.e. saving lives, 
reducing fire consequences, accommodating innovative fire safety measures and reasonable fire safety 
costs. Internationally, feedback loops as shown in Figure 1 are not employed today sufficiently to improve 
learning with regards to compliance of building regulations [4].
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New Challenges in Fire Safety Science
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ABSTRACT

The amount of combustible materials in buildings today is much higher than past [1], [4], [9]. Furniture 
with foam filling are successively replacing flax fillings [4]. Furthermore, plastic-based products, such as 
plastic bowls, folders, blinds, cushions, etc. occurs in higher frequency. This development contribute to 
faster and more intense fires compared to fires a few decades ago [2], [6], [8]. Furthermore, there are many
synthetic materials in our homes today, for example carpets, laminate sheets, etc. and these contribute to a 
larger fire intensity as well [2], [5]. The introduction of plastic-based cell foam insulation, indoor as well as
on facades generates new challenge. The former gives rise to dark and toxic smoke whereas the latter can 
result in a rapid fire spread on the façade. Last, but not least, the “energy performance trend” these years, 
result in higher temperatures in the early fire course, because of a reduced heat loss, this compromise 
human safety.

The described development give rise to more complicated fires today than in the past.  In fact, fires today 
can result in a quite tough environment for humans and properties. Complicated problems calls for 
sophisticated analyzing and extinguishing tools.

Among suggestions to handle the new challenge, it is crucial for our society successively to adjust Building 
Regulations according to the trends in the society. Due to the development enlightened above, we need new 
ways or principles to establish design fires [7], so they become more realistic and in line with the present 
fire load intensity. We need more knowledge about `time to critical conditions´ for persons as well as
structures. For human safety, we must be able to set some acceptance criteria for temperatures and 
concentration of toxic compounds [2]. We should emphasize on analysis methods, and probably develop 
new evacuation strategies, for instance in modern residential, elderly homes, hospitals etc. to ensure the
number of fire-fatalities not to increase. It is highly likely, that we need better signs in evacuation routes, 
taken into account the present (lack of) visibility due to dark smoke. We also need early detecting systems,
because of the trend against fast and ultra-fast fire growth accompanying the widespread use of plastic-
based materials. Finally, it is worth mentioning a need for more advances in forensic fire science, because 
an increased number of different building materials enter the market [7]. The environment for firefighters 
has become more challenging [3], and a significant growth of occupational cancer cases has happened the 
last 30-40 years. Of this reasons we need research about cleaning of gear, fire engines, separation of clean 
and dirty equipment and so forth, to help our firefighters to a better working environment.

CATEGORY: General poster

KEYWORDS: new challenges, fire safety science, modern buildings, new materials, smoke generation, 
flame spread, occupational cancer, firefighters, dwellings, design fires, energy performance.
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Fig. 1. Examples of new challenges and their impacts on human, property and environment.
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Review of Devices for Use in Atmospheres of Increased Burning Rate
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Abstract
This project involves: (1) to conduct a literature review of any relevant test methods or other 
guidance relating to the use of fire and electrically safe devices in a pressurized Atmosphere of 
Increased Burning Rate (AIBR), (2) to analyze the currently available information and document 
technical knowledge gaps, and (3) to compile the integrated information in a report.

Hyperbaric chambers are increasingly being used to treat patients with all types of medical needs. 
Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBO2) is the treatment patients undergo in this elevated oxygen 
concentration environment, making it an AIBR. In theory, this treatment is supposed to help a 
patient’s body repair and regenerate itself. This environment is at a pressure between 0-100 psig, 
but the majority of operations are below 35 psig. Although there are more than 2,500 hyperbaric 
chambers currently in use in the United States, there has been very few studies into the fire safety 
of these devices. This includes the ignitability, flammability and functionality of the hyperbaric 
chambers and similar AIBR environments. In addition, there is currently no standardized method 
to gain more data. Even with limited sources, too often, operators are making decisions without 
any kind of guidance or support. Unfortunately this has led to many accidents resulting in the 
unnecessary injury or death of patients due to static electricity, electrical devices, and other 
sources.

In this project, a review of all available research and literature about hyperbaric chambers and 
other environments containing the AIBR have been conducted, along with research of the current 
methodologies of operation in order to allow for future standards of use to be set. This literature 
review also includes the fundamental combustion research on fuel flammability and ignitability. 
In addition to reviewing available literature, a plan has been made to visit to facilities that contain 
hyperbaric chambers and meet with those who operate the devices for use in the AIBR. In addition 
to clinical uses, other uses such as commercial, private and military have been studied as well.

Different facilities have different methods of using hyperbaric chambers, along with the possibility 
of having limited instruction and knowledge about the devices. The methodologies and standards 
for use of environments of AIBR need to be modified and strengthened. For the safety of patients 
and operators, it is imperative to collect as much information about these environments as possible, 
to be able to therefore set standards of operation that operators can follow and hopefully fill in 
gaps of knowledge that are currently missing from literature. This project collects information on 
use of medical devices in AIBR to provide the relevant technical committees technical basis for 
future work.
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ABSTRACT  

This paper assesses the fire experience in seven countries in Asia. Fire incident data were aggregated from 
publications and statistical information from the governments of the selected countries.  The countries in 
the study were Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Republic of Korea, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam1-8. The 
fire incident data collected included number of fires, fire related injuries, fatalities and property losses. 
Internet based searches were also conducted for some of the fire incidents to help develop a context for the 
fire experience. This resulted in a database of fire experience (fire incidents, fatalities, and property loss, 
published stories and video clips) for these countries. The data compilation revealed that fire incident 
reporting methods vary in different countries and may have a historical, geographical and cultural bias. 
Further, some of the countries have limited data at a national level9.  

Statistical analyses were conducted to develop insights into fire incident trends for the selected countries 
with respect to number of fires reported, fire fatalities and property losses. A comparative analysis between 
countries was also performed. It was found that the number of reported fire incidents in the selected 
countries show a positive trend with increased GDP10. While this implies that more fire incidents are likely 
to occur as an economy grows, the data also show that improvements in regulation and enforcement will 
mitigate this trend.  
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Fig.1. GDP vs. status on fires in selected countries (2012-2015) 

Fig.2. GDP vs. status on fires in Republic of Korea11 (1960-2015) 
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ABSTRACT 
Low-rate oxidation can occur in porous combustible matter at ambient temperature. In large stockpiles of bulk 
goods such as pellets storages, coal heaps, waste dumps etc. the heat released by the oxidation reactions is only 
slowly diffused and can easily increase the temperature locally of the bulk matter. Under certain conditions this 
can trigger a positive feed-back loop since the oxidation rate increases with temperature. In a worst case scenario 
this ultimately leads to fire that is initially started by the small scale self-heating without the need for an external 
source of energy. The self-heating of wood pellets has been thoroughly analyzed previously in Refs [1-3]. In 
Guo [1] pellets storage under North American conditions was investigated, in that work fresh air is forced into 
the bulk in large quantities in order to cool the system. Thus in Ref. [1], the self-heating reactions are always 
oxygen-rich and the diffusive behavior of the oxygen is not relevant. Only the flow of air and heat are relevant 
physics. Simulations are useful for this set-up as the author managed to take into account the full scale geometry 
of a storage silo. The oxygen concentration has been modelled by Yan et al. [2], however the dimensions 
modelled were smaller (0.05 m3) than which is the aim for in this work. The simulations were performed using 
the parallel finite volume CFD code SMAFS (Smoke Movement and Flame Spread), developed by some of the 
authors in Ref. [2]. The modelling was of an open basket in an electrical furnace. However to simulate a larger 
storage additional features, not captured by the 0.05 m3 open volume, comes into play which increases the 
complexity of the problem. The modelling effort described in this work has been focused on taking into account 
most of the physical processes that determines the self-ignition in a biomass storage. The storage media is a 
porous bulk where gas and oxygen can penetrate through the whole volume and feed the reactions. The reactions 
in the volume are dependent on the temperature and the abundance of oxygen. The reaction rate is modelled with 
an Arrhenius expression similar to the theory by Frank-Kamenetskii. The oxygen concentration is determined by 
concentration diffusion, the gas movement and the oxygen consumption due to self-heating. The reactions 
increase the temperature and hence feed the buoyancy of gas moving the gas upwards, similar to the chimney 
effect. The gas flow is described by the Navier-Stokes equation and heat diffusion by two heat diffusion 
equations. The first heat diffusion equation relates to the gas phase (air) and includes the velocity term associated 
with the energy being transported as mass flows through the volume. However, there is also a redistribution of 
heat between the pellets and the gas. Specifically, this redistribution effect can act as cooling in some parts of the 
volume and in other parts adding to the heat. This convective exchange is strongly dependent on gas velocity and 
in this work a correlation is used to model this effect. This correlation includes the dynamic viscosity of gas 
(same as air), specific surface area of the bulk pellets and the local velocity of the gas flow. Although the 
evaporation of moisture in the pellets is taken into account, the condensation is not. The geometry and thermal 
conditions used in the model corresponds to the medium-scale experiments, with a volume of 1 m3. This was 
cylindrical qubic meter steel storage with 10 cm of mineral wool insulation filled with pellets. To this end, the 
simulation part of the work resulted in a Finite-Element model (FEM) where the model was constructed by 
coupling the non-isothermal flow, concentration diffusion and thermal diffusion modules in Comsol 
Multiphysics. It was found that the model could describe the balance between oxygen concentrations required 
for self-heating and the cooling by the fast flowing gas. Note that the model is very sensitive to initial and 
boundary conditions and which may result in different equilibria in the model. However, in general for the 
different conditions it is clear that most of the self-heating was produced in the central gas stream. However, the 
high gas velocity in the central stream enables significant convective heat transfer from pellets to gas and results 
in a significant heat transport to other areas. Note that this means that the convective heat transfer between gas 
and pellets cannot be ignored. In most cases this effect is more important locally than the self-heating itself and 
must therefore be considered when studying the latter. 
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